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Abstract

We establish necessary and sufficient conditions for decomposing the complete symmetric

digraph of order n into directed cycles of length m; where 2pmpn:
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1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, Kn will denote the complete graph of order n; Kn � I will
denote the complete graph of even order n with a 1-factor removed, and K�

n will

denote the complete symmetric digraph of order n; the digraph with all possible arcs.
It is natural to ask when Kn admits a decomposition into cycles of some fixed

length. Since the existence of such a decomposition requires the degrees of the
vertices to be even, it follows that n must be odd. However, this question can be
extended to complete graphs with an even number of vertices by removing a 1-factor.
The two necessary conditions are that 3pmpn and that m must divide the number
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of edges in either Kn or Kn � I : In [1], it is shown that such a decomposition exists
when m and n have the same parity and in [7], a decomposition is given when m and n

have opposite parity thereby completing the solution for Kn and Kn � I :
A natural extension of this question is to ask when K�

n admits a decomposition

into directed cycles of length m: The necessary conditions then become 2pmpn and
m j nðn � 1Þ: Bermond and Faber [4] have conjectured that the necessary conditions
are sufficient as long as ðn;mÞað6; 3Þ; ð4; 4Þ; ð6; 6Þ: Bermond [2] showed that the
necessary conditions are sufficient if mAf10; 12; 14g: Bermond and Faber [4] further
showed that the necessary conditions are sufficient if mAf4; 6; 8; 16g and
ðn;mÞað4; 4Þ; ð6; 6Þ: They further resolved the problem for m even and a divisor
of n � 1: Tillson [9] has shown that K�

n can be decomposed into directed Hamilton

cycles if n is even and na4; 6: Bermond [3] has also completely settled the case when
m ¼ 3 and has given some results for other odd lengths.

The goal of this paper is to completely settle the directed cycle decomposition
problem for K�

n ; that is, to prove the following theorem.

1.1. Theorem. For positive integers m and n; with 2pmpn; the digraph K�
n can be

decomposed into directed cycles of length m if and only if m divides the number of arcs

in K�
n and ðn;mÞað4; 4Þ; ð6; 3Þ; ð6; 6Þ:

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the following result. The multigraph
lKn has l edges between every pair of distinct vertices.

1.2. Corollary. For positive integers m and n with 3pmpn; the multigraph 2Kn can be

decomposed into cycles of length m if and only if m divides the number of edges in 2Kn:

Proof. Let m and n be positive integers with 3pmpn: Clearly, if 2Kn decomposes
into cycles of length m; then m j nðn � 1Þ: On the other hand, suppose m j nðn � 1Þ: If,
ðn;mÞað4; 4Þ; ð6; 3Þ; ð6; 6Þ; then K�

n can be decomposed into directed cycles of length

m by Theorem 1.1. Ignoring direction provides a decomposition of 2Kn into cycles of
length m: For the remaining three cases, let Vð2KnÞ ¼ fv1; v2;y; vng: If ðn;mÞ ¼
ð4; 4Þ; then fðv1; v2; v3; v4Þ; ðv1; v2; v4; v3Þ; ðv1; v4; v2; v3Þg is a decomposition of 2K4

into 4-cycles. If ðn;mÞ ¼ ð6; 6Þ; then fðv1; v2; v3; v4; v5; v6Þ; ðv1; v2; v3; v5; v6; v4Þ;
ðv1; v3; v5; v2; v6; v4Þ; ðv1; v3; v6; v2; v4; v5Þ; ðv1; v5; v2; v4; v3; v6Þg is a decomposition of
2K6 into 6-cycles. Finally, if ðn;mÞ ¼ ð6; 3Þ; then fðv1; v2; v4Þ; ðv2; v3; v5Þ; ðv3; v4; v6Þ;
ðv4; v5; v1Þ; ðv5; v6; v2Þ; ðv6; v1; v3Þ; ðv1; v2; v3Þ; ðv3; v4; v5Þ; ðv5; v6; v1Þ; ðv2; v4; v6Þg is a
decomposition of 2K6 into 3-cycles. &

The following lemma, sometimes called the ‘‘doubling’’ lemma, provides a useful
tool for directed cycle decompositions.

1.3. Lemma. If Kn can be decomposed into cycles of length m; then K�
n can be

decomposed into directed cycles of length m:
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Proof. For each m-cycle C in a decomposition of Kn; obtain two directed cycles
of length m by giving C the two possible orientations in each direction. The
resulting collection of directed cycles of length m clearly forms a decomposition
of K�

n : &

The proof of Theorem 1.1 for m and n both odd is an immediate corollary of [1].
To see this, note that if m and n are both odd with m dividing nðn � 1Þ; the number of
arcs in K�

n ; then clearly m divides nðn � 1Þ=2; the number of edges in Kn: Hence, we

apply the doubling lemma to a decomposition of Kn into cycles of length m to obtain
a decomposition of K�

n into directed cycles of length m:
Thus, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the rest of this paper by showing

the necessary conditions are sufficient when n and m have opposite parity and
ðn;mÞað6; 3Þ; or n and m are both even with ðn;mÞað4; 4Þ; ð6; 6Þ:

2. Definitions and preliminaries

Let us begin this section with a few definitions.

2.1. Definition. The directed cycle on m vertices is denoted by Cm
�!

:

2.2. Definition. For vertices x and y in a digraph D; we will use the notation xy to
denote the arc from x to y:

2.3. Definition. For a graph G; the notation G� denotes the digraph obtained from G

by replacing each edge xy of G with arcs xy and yx:

2.4. Definition. For a graph G; we write G ¼ H1"H2 if G is the edge-disjoint union
of the subgraphs H1 and H2: If G ¼ H1"H2"?"Hk; where H1DH2D?
DHkDH; then the graph G can be decomposed into subgraphs isomorphic to H and
we say that G is H-decomposable. We shall also write H j G:

Similarly, a digraph D can be decomposed into copies of a digraph H if the arc set
of D can be partitioned into sets, each inducing a copy of H: We will also say that D

is H-decomposable and write H j D:
We shall use Cayley graphs and circulant graphs for several proofs. Accordingly,

we define them now.

2.5. Definition. Let S be a subset of a finite group G satisfying

1. 1eS where 1 denotes the identity of G; and
2. S ¼ S�1; that is, sAS implies that s�1AS:

A subset S satisfying the above conditions is called a Cayley subset. The Cayley

graph XðG;SÞ is defined to be the graph whose vertices are the elements of G and
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there is an edge between vertices g and h if and only if h ¼ gs for some sAS: We call
S the connection set and say that XðG;SÞ is a Cayley graph on the group G:

2.6. Definition. A Cayley graph X ðG;SÞ is called a circulant graph when G is a cyclic
group. For a cyclic group G of order n; we will write Xðn;SÞ for X ðG;SÞ:

For a circulant graph Xðn;SÞ whose underlying group is Zn; we have S is a subset
of f1; 2;y; n � 1g satisfying sAS if and only if n � sAS: We will often write �s for
n � s when n is understood. Denoting the vertices of X ðn;SÞ by u0; u1;y; un�1; then
there is an edge between ui and uj if and only if j � iAS:

The circulant digraph is defined similarly except that the connection set S need not
be a Cayley subset.

2.7. Definition. Let n be a positive integer and SDf1; 2;y; n � 1g: The circulant

digraph X
!ðn;SÞ with connection set S is the digraph whose vertices are u0; u1;y; un�1

with an arc from ui to uj if and only if j � iAS: Again, we will often write �s for n � s

when n is understood.

Many of our decompositions arise from the action of a permutation on a fixed
subdigraph. The next definition makes this precise.

2.8. Definition. Let r be a permutation of the vertex set V of a digraph D: For any
subset U of V ; r acts as a function from U to V by considering the restriction of r to
U : If H is a subdigraph of D with vertex set U and if for each xyAEðHÞ; we have
rðxÞrðyÞAEðDÞ; then rðHÞ is the subdigraph of D with vertex set rðUÞ and arc set
frðxÞrðyÞ: xyAEðHÞg:

Note that rðHÞ may not be defined for all subdigraphs H of D since r is not
necessarily an automorphism.

2.9. Definition. If G1 and G2 are vertex-disjoint graphs, then the join of G1 and G2;
denoted G1tG2; is the graph obtained by taking the union of G1 and G2 together
with all possible edges between G1 and G2: If D1 and D2 are vertex-disjoint digraphs,
then D1tD2 is the digraph obtained by taking the union of D1 and D2 together with
all possible arcs from D1 to D2 and from D2 to D1:

2.10. Definition. For a subset A of Zn; the notation 7A will denote the set
f7aAZn j aAAg; and for an integer x; the notation A þ x will denote the set
fa þ xAZn j aAAg:

3. The case when m is even and n is odd

In this section, we prove the following theorem.
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3.1. Theorem. For positive integers m and n with m even, n odd, and 2pmpn;
the digraph K�

n can be decomposed into directed cycles of length m if and only

if m j nðn � 1Þ:

Since every complete directed graph of order at least 2 may be decomposed
trivially into directed cycles of length 2, we may assume mX4 for the remainder of
this section. Our first goal towards proving Theorem 3.1 is to determine bounds on
the value of n in terms of m:

3.2. Lemma. Let mX4 be an even positive integer. If K�
n is Cm

�!
-decomposable for all

odd n satisfying mono2m with m j nðn � 1Þ; then K�
n is Cm

�!
-decomposable for all odd

n4m satisfying m j nðn � 1Þ:

Proof. We begin by showing that K�
mþ1 can be decomposed into directed cycles of

length m: Let the vertices of K�
mþ1 be labelled with u; u0; u1;y; um�1 and let K�

mþ1 ¼
X
!ðm;SÞtfug; where S ¼ 7f1; 2;y; ðm � 2Þ=2g,fm=2g: Let r denote the
permutation ðu0 u1yum�1ÞðuÞ: Observe that if L is any subdigraph of K�

mþ1; then

rðLÞ is well-defined since rAAutðK�
mþ1Þ: Let C be the directed m-cycle

C : u; u0; u�1; u1; u�2; u2;y; um=2þ1; um=2�1; u;

where all subscripts are taken modulo m: Note that C uses an arc of each length in S

except length 1. Thus it follows that fC; rðCÞ; r2ðCÞ;y; rm�1ðCÞg together with
the directed cycle u0; u1;y; um�1; u0 is a partition of the arc set of K�

mþ1 into directed

m-cycles.
Suppose that K�

n can be decomposed into directed m-cycles whenever m is

even, n is odd, m j nðn � 1Þ; and mono2m: Let m and n be positive integers with m

even and n odd such that 4pmon and m j nðn � 1Þ: Write n ¼ qm þ r þ 1 for
integers q and r with 0prom � 1: Observe that m j nðn � 1Þ implies m j rðr þ 1Þ as
well. Label one vertex of K�

n with x and partition the remaining vertices of K�
n into

q � 1 sets of m vertices and one set of m þ r vertices. Each set of m vertices together
with vertex x induces a subdigraph isomorphic to K�

mþ1; and the arcs between any

two of these sets of m vertices induce a subdigraph isomorphic to K�
m;m: The

remaining set of m þ r vertices together with vertex x induces a subdigraph
isomorphic to K�

mþrþ1; and the arcs between the set of m þ r vertices and any one of

the sets of m vertices induce a subdigraph isomorphic to K�
m;mþr: By a result of

Sotteau [8], we have Cm
�! j K�

m;m and Cm
�! j K�

m;mþr: Since m j ðm þ r þ 1Þðm þ rÞ; we

have Cm
�! j K�

mþr by hypothesis. Above it was shown that Cm
�! j K�

mþ1 and thus

Cm
�! j K�

n : &

Observe that if m divides nðn � 1Þ evenly, then m divides nðn � 1Þ=2: Hence a
decomposition of the complete graph Kn into m-cycles exists by [7]. The doubling
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lemma then gives a decomposition of K�
n into directed m-cycles. Therefore, we may

assume that nðn � 1Þ is an odd multiple of m: This leads to the following lemma.

3.3. Lemma. If m; n; and r are positive integers such that n ¼ m þ r þ 1; with m even, n

odd, and nðn � 1Þ � m ðmod 2mÞ; then r � 0 ðmod 4Þ:

Proof. First, nðn � 1Þ � m ðmod 2mÞ implies that nðn � 1Þ ¼ mk for some positive
odd integer k: Observe that n ¼ m þ r þ 1; with n odd, m even and nðn � 1Þ an odd
multiple of m; implies that r is even and that rðr þ 1Þ ¼ mt with t even. Suppose,
contrary to the conclusion of the lemma, that r � 2 ðmod 4Þ: Then r ¼ 4cþ 2 for

some positive integer c: So, rðr þ 1Þ ¼ ð4cþ 2Þð4cþ 3Þ ¼ 2ð8c2 þ 10cþ 3Þ: There-

fore, rðr þ 1Þ=2 ¼ mt=2 ¼ 8c2 þ 10cþ 3; and since t is even, we have a contra-
diction. Hence, r � 0 ðmod 4Þ: &

The next lemma will be very useful in proving Theorem 3.1.

3.4. Lemma. Let m and n be positive integers satisfying m even, n odd, 4pmono2m;
and nðn � 1Þ � m ðmod 2mÞ: If A ¼ fa1; a2;y; am=2g; where a1; a2;y; am=2 are

positive integers satisfying a1oa2o?oam=2on=2; then Cm
�! j X

!ðn;7AÞ:

Proof. Label the vertices of the circulant digraph X
!ðn;7AÞ with u0; u1;y; un�1: We

have uiujAEðX
!ðn;7AÞÞ if and only if j � iA7A: Let r denote the permutation

ðu0 u1 ? un�1Þ: If L is any subdigraph of X
!ðn;7AÞ; then rðLÞ is well-defined since

rAAutðX
!ðn;7AÞÞ:

Suppose first that m ¼ 2k with k odd. To describe a directed walk in X
!ðn;7AÞ;

we will specify the starting vertex and the lengths of the arcs and the order in which
they are encountered. Let P be the directed trail of length m � 1 starting at u0; where
the lengths of the m � 1 arcs of P are a1;�a2; a3;y;�ak�1;�ak; ak�1;�ak�2;y;�a1

and these arcs are encountered in this order. Note that P uses precisely one arc of
each length in 7A; except for an arc of length ak: Also note that alternate vertices
starting with ua1

on P will have strictly increasing subscripts, while alternating
vertices starting with u0 on P will have strictly decreasing subscripts. Thus, the
vertices of P are distinct so that P is a path. Also, we have that

a1 � a2 þ a3 �?� ak�1 � ak þ ak�1 � ak�2 þ?� a1 � �ak ðmod nÞ

and thus P followed by the arc of length ak gives a directed m-cycle C: Hence, it

follows that fC; rðCÞ; r2ðCÞ;y; rðn�1ÞðCÞg is a decomposition of X
!ðn;7AÞ into

directed m-cycles.
When m ¼ 2k with k even, we let P be the directed trail of length m � 1 starting

at u0 where the lengths of the arcs of P are

a1;�a2; a3;y; ak�1; ak;�ak�1; ak�2;y;�a1
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and these arcs are encountered in this order. As before, clearly P is a directed path
and

a1 � a2 þ a3 �?þ ak�1 þ ak � ak�1 þ ak�2 þ?� a1 � ak ðmod nÞ:

Thus P followed by the arc of length �ak gives a directed m-cycle C: Then

fC; rðCÞ; r2ðCÞ;y; rðn�1ÞðCÞg

is a decomposition of X
!ðn;7AÞ into directed m-cycles. &

We now present the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let m and n be integers with n odd, m even, 3omon; and
nðn � 1Þ � 0 ðmod mÞ: As mentioned earlier, we may assume that nðn � 1Þ is an odd
multiple of m: In addition, by Lemma 3.2, we also may assume that no2m; say
n ¼ m þ r þ 1 for some even integer r with 0prom � 1: Now if r ¼ 0; we are done
by a construction given in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Thus, we assume that 0orom �
1: We have seen that when nðn � 1Þ is an odd multiple of m; we have that rðr þ 1Þ is
an even multiple of m:

Let A ¼ f1; 2;y; ðn � 1Þ=2g: We think of the digraph K�
n as the circulant

X
!ðn;7AÞ: Label the vertices of the circulant digraph X

!ðn;7AÞ with u0; u1;y; un�1:
The length of the arc from ui to uj is j � i: The proof of Theorem 3.1 proceeds

as follows. Suppose that B is a subset of A such that jBj ¼ r=2; and that

we can decompose the circulant digraph X
!ðn;7BÞ into directed m-cycles.

Then since X
!ðn;7AÞ ¼ X

!ðn;7ðA\BÞÞ"X
!ðn;7BÞ and the circulant digraph

X
!ðn;7ðA\BÞÞ can be decomposed into directed m-cycles by Lemma 3.4, it

follows that we have a decomposition of X
!ðn;7AÞ into directed m-cycles.

Thus, the rest of the proof consists of determining a convenient set B of r=2

lengths such that the circulant digraph H ¼ X
!ðn;7BÞ can be decomposed into

directed m-cycles.
By Lemma 3.3, we know that r � 0 ðmod 4Þ: Let r ¼ 2ea where a is odd and eX2:

Thus rðr þ 1Þ ¼ 2eað2ea þ 1Þ: Since rðr þ 1Þ is an even multiple of m; we have that

m ¼ 2da0b0; where a0 j a; b0 j ð2ea þ 1Þ; and 1pdoe: Then

n ¼ m þ r þ 1 ¼ 2da0b0 þ 2ea þ 1 ¼ b0 2da0 þ 2ea þ 1

b0

� �
:

Partition the vertices of the circulant H into b0 segments, each with c ¼ 2da0 þ
ð2ea þ 1Þ=b0 vertices. Each segment will contribute 2da0 arcs to a directed m-cycle.
We proceed by cases, depending on the value of d:

Case 1. Suppose first that dX2: Define the directed path P0;0 by

P0;0 : u0; u2; u�1; u3; u�2;y; u2d�2a0 ; u�2d�2a0þ1; u2d�2a0þ2; u�2d�2a0 ;

u2d�2a0þ3; u�2d�2a0�1;y; u2d�1a0þ1; u�2d�1a0þ1; ucþ1; uc:
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The definition of P0;0 does not make sense when 2d�2a0 ¼ 1; that is, d ¼ 2 and

a0 ¼ 1: In this case let

P0;0 : u0; u3; u�1; ucþ1; uc:

Let P0;1 ¼ rcðP0;0Þ; where r is the permutation from the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Since c42da0 implies that 2d�1a0 þ 1oc� 2d�1a0 þ 1; the vertices of P0;1 are distinct

from the vertices of P0;0 except for uc; which is the last vertex of P0;0 and the first

vertex of P0;1: Similarly, the paths

P0;0;P0;1 ¼ rcðP0;0Þ;P0;2 ¼ r2cðP0;0Þ;y;P0;b0�1 ¼ rðb
0�1ÞcðP0;0Þ

are vertex-disjoint except that the path P0;i begins at the last vertex of P0;i�1 for

1pipb0 � 1 and P0;b0�1 ends at u0: Thus C0 ¼ P0;0,P0;1,?,P0;b0�1 is a directed

m-cycle and the lengths of the arcs of C0 are �1; 2;�3;y;�ð2d�1a0 � 1Þ; 2d�1a0 þ
c; 2d�1a0 þ 1;�ð2d�1a0 þ 2Þy;�2da0: Let C0

0 denote the directed m-cycle obtained by

reversing the orientation of all the arcs of C0: The family C0 of directed m-cycles
defined by

C0 ¼ friðC0Þ; riðC0
0Þ j 0pipc� 1g

is a decomposition of X
!ðn;B0Þ into directed m-cycles where

B0 ¼ 7f1; 2; 3;y; 2d�1a0 � 1; 2d�1a0 þ c; 2d�1a0 þ 1; 2d�1a0 þ 2;y; 2da0g:

Let b ¼ r=ð2dþ1a0Þ ¼ 2e�d�1a=a0: If b41; then obtain the path Pi;0 by adding ic to

the subscripts of every other vertex of P0;0 starting with u2; that is,

Pi;0 : u0; u2þic; u�1; u3þic; u�2;y; u2d�2a0þic; u�2d�2a0þ1;

u2d�2a0þ2þic; u�2d�2a0 ; u2d�2a0þ3þic; u�2d�2a0�1;y; u2d�1a0þ1þic;

u�2d�1a0þ1; uðiþ1Þcþ1; uc;

for 1pipb � 1: Next, obtain the paths Pi;1;Pi;2;y;Pi;b0�1 by letting powers of rc act

on Pi;0 in the same way they acted on P0;0: Furthermore, the path Pi; j begins at the

last vertex of Pi; j�1 for 1pjpb0 � 1 and the last vertex of Pi;b0�1 is u0: Thus, for each

i with 1pipb � 1; we have that Ci ¼ Pi;0,Pi;1,Pi;2,?,Pi;b0�1 is an m-cycle,

where the lengths of the arcs of Ci are �ð1þ icÞ; 2þ ic;�ð3þ icÞ;y;�ð2d�1a0 �
1þ icÞ; 2d�1a0 þ ði þ 1Þc; 2d�1a0 þ 1þ ic;�ð2d�1a0 þ 2þ icÞ;y;�ð2da0 þ icÞ: As be-
fore, let C0

i denote the directed m-cycle obtained by reversing the orientation of all

the arcs of Ci:

Let B ¼ 7f1þ ic; 2þ ic; 3þ ic;y; 2d�1a0 � 1þ ic; 2d�1a0 þ ði þ 1Þc; 2d�1a0 þ
1þ ic;y; 2da0 þ ic j 0pipb � 1g: Now the longest arc in B has length bcþ 2d�1a0

in absolute value. Since 2eao2da0b0 implies that 2e�da=a0 þ 1pb0; it follows that

bcþ 2d�1a0 ¼ 2e�d�1ac

a0 þ 2d�1a0 ¼ 2e�d�1ac

a0 þ c

2
� 2ea þ 1

2b0

p
b0c

2
� 2ea þ 1

2b0 o
b0c

2
¼ n

2
:
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Therefore, the lengths of B are distinct and hence jBj ¼ r=2: Let Cj ¼
friðCjÞ; riðC0

jÞ j 0pipc� 1g for j ¼ 0; 1;y; b � 1: Thus, the collection

fC0;C1;y;Cb�1g

is a partition of the arc set of the circulant digraph H ¼ X
!ðn;BÞ into directed m-

cycles.
Case 2. Suppose that d ¼ 1: In this case, note that c ¼ 2a0 þ ð2ea þ 1Þ=b0 and each

segment will contribute 2a0 arcs toward a directed m-cycle. Define the directed path
P0;0 by

P0;0 : u0; u1; u�1; u2; u�2;y; u�ða0�1Þ=2; uða0þ1Þ=2; u�ða0þ3Þ=2; uða0þ3Þ=2;y;

ua0�1; u�a0 ; ua0 ; u�c:

Let P0;1 ¼ rcðP0;0Þ; P0;2 ¼ r2cðP0;0Þ;y, P0;b0�1 ¼ rðb
0�1ÞcðP0;0Þ; where r is the

permutation from the proof of Lemma 3.4. Since c42a0; the internal vertices of
these directed paths are distinct. Therefore, C0 ¼ P0;0,P0;1,?,P0;b0�1 is a

directed cycle of length m: Let C0
0 denote the directed m-cycle obtained by reversing

the orientation of all the arcs of C0: The family C0 of directed m-cycles defined by

C0 ¼ friðC0Þ; riðC0
0Þ j 0pipc� 1g

is a decomposition of the circulant X
!ðn;B0Þ into directed m-cycles, where

B0 ¼ 7f1; 2;y; a0; a0 þ 2; a0 þ 3;y; 2a0; cþ a0g:

The family C0 uses 4a0 lengths. If r44a0; then we must obtain another family of
directed m-cycles as in Case 1. However, we cannot add c to the subscripts of every
other vertex of P0;0 starting with u1 as was done in Case 1 since both lengths a0 and
cþ a0 are used in P0;0: However, we can add 2c to the subscripts of every other

vertex of P0;0 without duplicating lengths. We can then add 4c; 6c and so on as long

as we do not exceed n=2: Unfortunately, this may not use r lengths. This suggests
trying to find a second family of directed cycles arising from another initial path and
then modifying them by adding even multiples of c to the subscripts of every other
vertex. This is precisely what we do.

Define the directed path Q0;0 by

Q0;0 : u0; ua0þ1; ua0�c; ua0þ2; ua0�1�c; ua0þ3;y; uða0þ3Þ=2�c; u2a0�ða0�1Þ=2;

uða0�1Þ=2�c; u2a0�ða0�3Þ=2;y; u2a0�1; u1�c; u2a0 ; u�c:

Let Q0;1 ¼ rcðQ0;0Þ; Q0;2 ¼ r2cðQ0;0Þ;y, Q0;b0�1 ¼ rðb
0�1ÞcðQ0;0Þ: The internal

vertices of these directed paths are distinct because c42a0: Therefore, C1 ¼
Q0;0,Q0;1,?,Q0;b0�1 is a directed cycle of length m: Let C0

1 denote the directed m-

cycle obtained by reversing the orientation of all the arcs of C1: The family C1 of
directed m-cycles defined by

C1 ¼ friðC1Þ; riðC0
1Þ j 0pipc� 1g
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is a decomposition of X
!ðn;B1Þ into directed m-cycles where

B1 ¼7fa0 þ 1; cþ 1; cþ 2;y; cþ a0 � 1; cþ a0 þ 1;

cþ a0 þ 2;y; cþ 2a0g:

Note that length 7ðcþ a0Þ appears in C0 but not in C1: Similarly, length 7ða0 þ 1Þ
appears in C1 but not in C0:

Now we must show that we can modify the preceding two families of directed
m-cycles often enough to use r arc lengths. Recall that r � 0 ðmod 4Þ; that
is, eX2:

As previously noted, the family C0 uses 4a0 lengths. If r ¼ 4a0; then we may stop. If
r44a0; then the families C0 and C1 use a total of 8a0 lengths. If r ¼ 8a0; then we
may stop. If r48a0; then let P2;0 be the directed path obtained from P0;0 by

adding 2c to the subscripts of every other vertex of P0;0 starting with u1: We obtain a

family of directed m-cycles, denoted C2; from P2;0 in the same way C0 is obtained

from P0;0: If necessary, we obtain a family C4 from P0;0 by adding 4c and so on.

We call these C0-based families. We can perform similar operations on P1;0 to get

C1-based families.
To show that r arc lengths can be used, we must calculate the maximum number of

times the preceding extensions can be carried out. Since a0oc=2 and the longest arc
length used in C0 is cþ a0 (in absolute value), if b0 � 1 ðmod 4Þ; we can use C0- based
families ðb0 � 1Þ=4 times. If b0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ; we can use C0-based families ðb0 þ 1Þ=4
times. The longest arc length used in C1 is cþ 2a0 so that if b0 � 1 ðmod 4Þ; we can
use C1-based families ðb0 � 1Þ=4 times, and if b0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ; we can use C1-based
families ðb0 � 3Þ=4 times.

Thus, if b0 � 1 ðmod 4Þ; we have ðb0 � 1Þ=2 families of directed cycles. Similarly,
if b0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ; we also have ðb0 � 1Þ=2 families of directed cycles. Therefore,
we always can use as many as 4a0ðb0 � 1Þ=2 ¼ 2a0b0 � 2a0 ¼ m � 2a0 arc
lengths. Since both m and r even multiples of a0; and since m4r; it follows that
m � 2a0

Xr:
The preceding argument means we can find a set of arc lengths of the form 7A;

where j7Aj ¼ r; such that X
!ðn;7AÞ decomposes into directed m-cycles. We use

Lemma 3.4 to complete the proof.
When a0 ¼ 1; the directed paths P0;0 and Q0;0 collapse to P0;0 ¼ u0; u1; u�c and

Q0;0 ¼ u0; u2; u�c: Everything else is done the same. &

4. The case when m is even and n is even

When the order of the complete digraph K�
n is even, we no longer are able to use

corresponding results from the undirected case because there the graph involved is
Kn � I instead of Kn: Nevertheless, the methods are similar. In this section, we will
prove the following.
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4.1. Theorem. For positive even integers m and n; with 2pmpn; the digraph K�
n can be

decomposed into directed cycles of length m if and only if m j nðn � 1Þ and

ðn;mÞað4; 4Þ or ð6; 6Þ:

The result is trivially true for directed cycles of length 2. The result for m ¼ 4 and
m ¼ 6 is proved in [4]. Hence, for the rest of the proof, we assume mX8: Our first
goal towards proving Theorem 4.1 is to determine bounds on the value of n in
terms of m:

4.2. Lemma. Let mX8 be an even integer. If K�
n is Cm

�!
-decomposable for all even n

satisfying mpno2m with m j nðn � 1Þ; then K�
n is Cm

�!
-decomposable for all even nXm

satisfying m j nðn � 1Þ:

Proof. Suppose that K�
n can be decomposed into directed m-cycles whenever m and n

are even, 8pmpno2m; and m j nðn � 1Þ: Let m and n be even positive integers such

that 8pmpn and m j nðn � 1Þ: Recall that Cm
�! j K�

m for mX8 from [9]. Write n ¼
qm þ r; where 0prom: Partition the vertex set of K�

n into q � 1 sets of m vertices and

one set of m þ r vertices. Each subdigraph induced by a set of m vertices is
isomorphic to K�

m and can be decomposed into directed m-cycles by Tillson [9]. The

subdigraph induced by the set of m þ r vertices can be partitioned into directed m-
cycles by assumption since m j nðn � 1Þ implies m j ðm þ rÞðm þ r � 1Þ: The
subdigraph induced by the arcs between any two of the parts is isomorphic to
K�

m;m or K�
mþr;m; both of which are decomposable into directed m-cycles by Sotteau

[8]. This completes the proof. &

In proving Theorem 4.1, we will always use a central vertex, that is, we will think
of K�

n as the digraph Xðn � 1;SÞtfug where S ¼ 7f1; 2;y; ðn � 2Þ=2g: Through-

out the rest of this section, the vertices of K�
n will be labelled with u0; u1;y; un�2; u

where the vertices of the subcirculant are u0; u1;y; un�2 and u is the central
vertex.

The following lemma is used extensively throughout this section but before stating
and proving it, we would like to introduce some useful notation.

4.3. Definition. Let u0; u1;y; un�1 be the vertices of a circulant digraph X
!ðn;AÞ and

picture them cyclically ordered according to increasing subscript. We then use ½ui; uj �
to denote the closed interval of vertices fui; uiþ1; y; ujg: Similarly, ½ui; ujÞ and ðui; uj �
denote intervals containing only one of the endpoints, while ðui; ujÞ denotes the open

interval. For example, ðun�2; u2� contains the vertices un�1; u0; u1; u2:

4.4. Lemma. Let n be a positive even integer and let a1; a2;y; at be positive integers

with 1pa1oa2o?oatoðn � 2Þ=2: Let A ¼ 7fa1; a2;y; atg: Then the circulant

digraph X
!ðn � 1;A,fn=2gÞ has a directed path of length 2t þ 1 from u0 to un=2 using
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one arc of each of the lengths in A,fn=2g such that none of the vertices in the intervals

ðu0; ua1
Þ or ðun=2; un=2þa1

Þ are used.

Proof. Let P be the directed trail of length 2t þ 1 starting at u0 where the lengths of
the 2t þ 1 arcs of P are a1;�a2; a3;y; at; n=2;�at; at�1;y; a2;�a1 if t is odd,
or a1;�a2; a3;y;�at; n=2; at;�at�1;y; a2;�a1 if t is even, and these arcs are
encountered in precisely this order. Since alternating vertices on P starting
with ua1

will have strictly increasing subscripts while alternating vertices
starting on P with u0 will have strictly decreasing subscripts, it follows that
P is a path. Also, since the sum of the arc lengths is n=2; it must be that the terminal
vertex of P is un=2: Finally, since the first arc of P has length a1 while the last arc

has length �a1; it is clear that none vertices in the intervals ðu0; ua1
Þ,ðun=2; un=2þa1

Þ
are used on P: &

Using the same techniques as in Lemma 4.4 and replacing the length n=2 with
ðn � 2Þ=2; another directed path of length 2t þ 1 is created from u0 to uðn�2Þ=2

in X
!ðn � 1;A,fðn � 2Þ=2gÞ such that none of vertices in the intervals

ðu0; ua1
Þ,ðuðn�2Þ=2; uðn�2Þ=2þa1

Þ are used. Similarly, by using the negatives of the arc

lengths encountered on the path P in Lemma 4.4 in the same order and starting at u0;

another directed path is created from u0 to uðn�2Þ=2 in X
!ðn � 1;A,fðn � 2Þ=2gÞ of

length 2t þ 1 such that none of the vertices in the intervals ðu�a1
; u0Þ,

ðuðn�2Þ=2�a1
; uðn�2Þ=2Þ are used.

We now present the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let m and n be positive even integers with 8pmpno2m and

nðn � 1Þ � 0 ðmod mÞ: Let n ¼ 2ea; a odd, so that n � 1 ¼ 2ea � 1: Let m ¼ 2da0b0;
where dpe; a0 j a; and b0 j ð2ea � 1Þ: Note that gcdða0; b0Þ ¼ 1 since gcdðn; n � 1Þ ¼ 1;
a0 j n; and b0 j ðn � 1Þ: Next, if b0 ¼ 1; then m j n: Thus either m ¼ n or mpn=2; and
our assumption that no2m implies m ¼ n: The case m ¼ n is handled by Tillson [9],
and hence we assume throughout this section that b0

X3:

As was mentioned earlier, we will use a central vertex, that is, let K�
n ¼

X
!ðn � 1;SÞtfug where S ¼ f71;72;y;7ðn � 2Þ=2g and let the vertices of K�

n

be denoted by u0; u1;yun�2; u: The proof proceeds as follows. We create one
directed m-cycle by taking a directed ðm � 2Þ-path, formed from m � 2 arcs of
distinct length, together with arcs through the central vertex u: This directed m-cycle
is rotated through all n � 1 positions, using the permutation r ¼ ðu0u1?un�2ÞðuÞ;
thereby using all arcs incident with u and all arcs of the m � 2 distinct arc lengths.
The number of unused arc lengths is then

ðn � 2Þ � ðm � 2Þ ¼ n � m ¼ 2dð2e�da � a0b0Þ:

Next, we partition the n � 1 vertices fu0; u1;y; un�2g into b0 segments, each of

which has c ¼ ð2ea � 1Þ=b0 vertices. Each segment will contribute 2da0 arcs toward a
directed m-cycle. Therefore, the number of distinct families of directed m-cycles we
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need to construct is given by

F ¼ n � m

2da0 ¼ 2dð2e�da � a0b0Þ
2da0 ¼ 2e�da � a0b0

a0 ;

and observe that Fob0 since n � mom:
The overall strategy is to choose the latter families first and then show the m � 2

lengths remaining can be ordered to form a directed path. Using this directed
ðm � 2Þ-path and the central vertex completes the decomposition.

Since 2da0b0 ¼ mon � 1 ¼ 2ea � 1; dividing both sides by b0 yields 2da0oð2ea �
1Þ=b0 ¼ c: Thus, the number of arcs a segment must contribute is strictly less than the
number of vertices in the segment. Case 1. Suppose that F ¼ 1: First we want to

show that 2da0 ¼ 2 is impossible. If 2da0 ¼ 2; then d ¼ 1 and a0 ¼ 1: From the
assumption F ¼ 1; we have

1 ¼ 2e�da � a0b0

a0 ¼ 2e�1a � b0:

Thus, b0 ¼ 2e�1a � 1: Since n � 1 ¼ 2ea � 1 and gcdð2ea � 1; 2e�1a � 1Þ ¼ 1; we have
that gcdðn � 1; b0Þ ¼ 1: However, since b0 j ðn � 1Þ; this implies that b0 ¼ 1: We have
already seen that b0 ¼ 1 gives m ¼ n and that we are done in this case. Hence, we

assume that 2da0
X4 when F ¼ 1:

Define the directed path P0 as follows:

P0 : u0; u1; u�1; u2; u�2;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; u2d�1a0 ; uðb0þ1Þc=2:

Then

C0 ¼ P0,rcðP0Þ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðP0Þ

is a directed m-cycle since gcdðb0; ðb0 þ 1Þ=2Þ ¼ 1: This is the only directed m-cycle
required as F ¼ 1:

The family fC0; rðC0Þ;y; rc�1ðC0Þg is a decomposition of the circulant X
!ðn �

1;BÞ into directed m-cycles where

B ¼ 1;�2; 3;�4; 5;y;�ð2da0 � 2Þ; 2da0 � 1;
ðb0 þ 1Þc

2
� 2d�1a0

� �
:

Thus what remains is to find a directed m-cycle decomposition of the digraph

X
!ðn � 1;S\BÞtfug where

S\B ¼ �1; 2;�3; 4;�5;y; 2da0 � 2;�ð2da0 � 1Þ; ðb
0 � 1Þc
2

þ 2d�1a0
� �

,7 2da0; 2da0 þ 1;y;
n � 2

2

� �
\

ðb0 � 1Þc
2

þ 2d�1a0
� �� �

:

Note that jS\Bj ¼ m � 2 and that the sum of the lengths in S\B is ðb0 � 1Þc=2:
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From Lemma 4.4, there is a directed path P from u0 to uðn�2Þ=2 such that P has

exactly one arc of each length

72da0;7ð2da0 þ 1Þ;y;7
ðb0 � 1Þc

2
þ 2d�1a0 � 1

� �
;

7
ðb0 � 1Þc

2
þ 2d�1a0 þ 1

� �
;7

ðb0 � 1Þc
2

þ 2d�1a0 þ 2

� �
;y;

7ðn � 4Þ=2; ðn � 2Þ=2

and uses none of the vertices in ðu�2d a0 ; u0Þ,ðuðn�2Þ=2�2d a0 ; uðn�2Þ=2Þ: We now wish to

augment P so that each of the remaining lengths is used. Consider the trail P0 where

P0 :P; uðn�2Þ=2�2d a0þ1; uðn�4Þ=2; u�1; u�ð2d a0�2Þ; u�2; u�ð2d a0�3Þ;

u�3;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; u�2d�1a0 ; uðb0�1Þc=2;

where the last 2da0 þ 1 lengths encountered on P0 are

� ð2da0 � 1Þ; 2da0 � 2;�ðn � 2Þ=2;�ð2da0 � 3Þ; 2da0 � 4;y;

� 1; 2d�1a0 þ ðb0 � 1Þc
2

:

To show that P0 is indeed a path, we need only show that the vertex uðb0�1Þc=2 lies in

the interval ðuðn�2Þ=2�2d a0þ1; uðn�4Þ=2Þ: Thus, it suffices to show that

n � 2

2
� 2da0 þ 1o

ðb0 � 1Þc
2

o
n � 4

2
:

Since 4p2da0oc; we have that cX5: Hence ðn � 1Þ � c ¼ b0c� c ¼ ðb0 � 1Þcon � 4
or ðb0 � 1Þc=2oðn � 4Þ=2:

Next we show that

n � 2

2
� 2da0 þ 1o

ðb0 � 1Þc
2

:

Now

n � 2

2
� ðb0 � 1Þc

2
¼ c� 1

2
;

and thus the proof of Case 1 is finished provided we show that ðc� 1Þ=2o2da0 � 1:

We know that n � 1o2m � 1; or cb0o2dþ1a0b0 � 1: Thus co2dþ1a0 � 1=b0; or

c� 1o2dþ1a0 � ðb0 þ 1Þ=b0: Hence

c� 1

2
o2da0 � b0 þ 1

2b0 ;
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and since ðc� 1Þ=2 is an integer, we have

c� 1

2
p2da0 � 1:

From the last inequality, we need only show ðc� 1Þ=2a2da0 � 1: Suppose, to the

contrary, that ðc� 1Þ=2 ¼ 2da0 � 1: Since F ¼ 1; we have that n � m ¼ 2da0: Using

the fact that m ¼ 2da0b0; we obtain n ¼ 2da0 þ 2da0b0: Since ðc� 1Þ=2 ¼ 2da0 � 1 and

n ¼ b0cþ 1; we have that n ¼ b0ð2dþ1a0 � 1Þ þ 1: Thus

2da0 þ 2da0b0 ¼ 2dþ1a0b0 � b0 þ 1;

or

2da0b0 � b0 ¼ 2da0 � 1;

or

b0ð2da0 � 1Þ ¼ 2da0 � 1:

Since 2da0
X4; it must be that b0 ¼ 1; producing a contradiction.

Therefore, P0 is indeed a path of length m � 2 and can be completed to a directed

m-cycle C : u;P0; u: Thus fC; rðCÞ; r2ðCÞ;y; rn�2ðCÞg is a decomposition of

X
!ðn � 1;S\BÞtfug into directed m-cycles.

Case 2. Suppose F is odd and FX3: First, since F is odd, we have that n �
0 ðmod 4Þ and e4d: Suppose first that d41: Let P0 be defined as follows:

P0 : u0; uðn�2d a0Þ=2; u�1; uðn�2d a0þ2Þ=2;y; u�ð2d�2a0�1Þ;

uðn�2d�1a0�2Þ=2; u�ð2d�2a0þ1Þ; uðn�2d�1a0Þ=2; u�ð2d�2a0þ2Þ;

uðn�2d�1a0þ2Þ=2;y; u�2d�1a0 ; uðn�2Þ=2; uðb0þ1Þc=2:

In the case that d ¼ 1 and a041; let

P0 : u0; uðn�2a0Þ=2; u�1; uðn�2a0þ2Þ=2; u�2;y; uðn�a0�3Þ=2; u�ða0�1Þ=2;

uðn�a0�1Þ=2; u�ða0þ3Þ=2; uðn�a0þ1Þ=2; u�ða0þ5Þ=2;

uðn�a0þ3Þ=2;y; u�a0 ; uðn�2Þ=2; uðb0þ1Þc=2;

and in the case that d ¼ 1 and a0 ¼ 1; let P0 ¼ u0; uðn�2Þ=2; uðb0þ1Þc=2:

The last arc in P0 has length ðcþ 1Þ=2 and the preceding arc has length �ðn �
2da0Þ=2: As long as ðcþ 1Þ=2oðn � 2da0Þ=2; the vertices are distinct. To verify this

inequality holds, recall that 2da0oc: Thus,

n � 2da04n � c ¼ ðb0 � 1Þcþ 14cþ 1;

since b0
X3 and n ¼ b0cþ 1: So P0 is indeed a directed path.

Since P0 starts at u0 and terminates at uðb0þ1Þc=2; we have that

C0 ¼ P0,rcðP0Þ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðP0Þ

is a directed m-cycle. Note here that the internal vertices of the paths riðP0Þ
are pairwise disjoint since ðb0 þ 1Þc=2� 2d�1a04ðn � 2Þ=2 and ðn � 2da0Þ=24
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ðb0 � 1Þc=2: Thus fC0; rðC0Þ;y; rc�1ðC0Þg is a decomposition of X
!ðn � 1;AÞ into

directed m-cycles where

A ¼ f7ðn � 2da0Þ=2;7ðn � 2da0 þ 2Þ=2;y;7ðn � 4Þ=2; ðn � 2Þ=2; ðcþ 1Þ=2g:

For i ¼ 1; 2;y; ðF � 1Þ=2; let P2i�1 be the directed path of length 2da0 defined as
follows:

P2i�1 : u0; uicþ1; u�1; uicþ2; u�2;y; uicþ2d�1a0�1;

u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; uicþ2d�1a0 ; uðb0þ1Þc=2:

Then C2i�1 ¼ P2i�1,rcðP2i�1Þ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðP2i�1Þ is a directed m-cycle. Let t be

the permutation fixing u0 and mapping ui to u�i for 1pipðn � 2Þ=2: Let C2i ¼
tðC2i�1Þ for i ¼ 1; 2;y; ðF � 1Þ=2; and let B denote the set of arc lengths used in the
directed m-cycles C1;C2;y;CF�1; thus

B ¼7 icþ 1; icþ 2;y; icþ 2da0 � 1;

�

ðb0 � 2i þ 1Þc
2

� 2d�1a0 j 1pipðF � 1Þ=2
�
:

We now show that all of the arc lengths used in the directed m-cycles
C1;C2;y;CF�1 are distinct. It suffices to show that

ðb0 � 2ðF�1
2
Þ þ 1Þc

2
� 2d�1a0ajcþ a

for any j and a with 1pjpðF � 1Þ=2 and 1pap2da0 � 1: Thus, suppose to the
contrary, that

ðb0 � FÞc
2

þ c� 2d�1a0 ¼ jcþ a

for some j ð1pjpðF � 1Þ=2Þ and a ð1pap2da0 � 1Þ: Then, clearly, c� 2d�1a0 �
a ðmod cÞ; and since ap2da0 � 1oc; it follows that c� 2d�1a0 ¼ a: Therefore, ðb0 �
FÞ=2 ¼ j: This implies that c� 2d�1a0p2da0 � 1 and ðb0 � FÞ=2pðF � 1Þ=2: Now

the second inequality implies that ðb0 þ 1Þ=2pF ; and the first gives cp3 � 2d�1a0 � 1;

or b0cp3ð2d�1a0b0Þ � b0; or np3ð2d�1a0b0Þ � b0 þ 1; or 2np3 � 2da0b0 � 4 since b0
X3:

Dividing both sides by 2da0 yields

2
2e�da

a0

� �
p3b0 � 1

since 2ð2e�da=a0Þ is an integer. Thus 2ðF þ b0Þp3b0 � 1 which implies Fpðb0 � 1Þ=2;
contradicting the fact that ðb0 þ 1Þ=2pF : Hence, all lengths used in C1;C2;y;CF�1

are distinct.

We still must show that A-B ¼ |; that is, we must show that none of the lengths
used in C0 are used in C1;C2;y;CF�1: The undirected lengths of C0 start with

ðn � 2Þ=2 and decrease successively by one until reaching n=2� 2d�1a0 and also
include the isolated length ðcþ 1Þ=2: The longest undirected length in
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C1;C2;y;CF�1 is either ðF � 1Þc=2þ 2da0 � 1 or ðb0 � 1Þc=2� 2d�1a0: The latter

quantity certainly is less than n=2� 2d�1a0: The former quantity is less than

n=2� 2d�1a0 as well since 2da0oc and n � mom ¼ 2da0b0 implies b04F ; that is, since
F is odd, Fpb0 � 2: As far as the isolated length ðcþ 1Þ=2 is concerned, the shortest

length in C1;C2;y;CF�1 is cþ 1 since ðb0 � F þ 2Þc=2� 2d�1a0
X3c=2; which

certainly is greater than ðcþ 1Þ=2:
Then, the collection fCi; rðCiÞ;y; rc�1ðCiÞ j 0pipF � 1g is a decomposition of

X
!ðn � 1;A,BÞ into cF directed m-cycles. To complete the proof of this case,
we must show the remaining m � 2 arc lengths can be used to form a directed
path P0 of length m � 2: Then, letting C : u;P0; u gives the decomposition

fC; rðCÞ;y; rn�2ðCÞg of X
!ðn � 1;S\ðA,BÞÞtfug into directed m-cycles. There

are two subcases to consider.
Case 2.1. Assume c � 3 ðmod 4Þ: Start a directed path Q1 as follows:

Q1 : ucþ1; uðcþ1Þ=2; uðcþ3Þ=2; uðc�1Þ=2; uðcþ5Þ=2;y; uð3c�1Þ=4;

uðcþ5Þ=4; uð3cþ3Þ=4; uðc�3Þ=4; uð3cþ7Þ=4;y; u1; uc; u0:

Note that Q1 uses all vertices of the interval ½u0; ucþ1�; except uðcþ1Þ=4; and uses arcs of

lengths

1;�2; 3;�4;y;�c� 3

2
;
c� 1

2
;�cþ 1

2
;�cþ 3

2
;
cþ 5

2
;�cþ 7

2
;y; c� 1;�c:

In the special case that c ¼ 3; let Q1 : u4; u2; u3; u0:
The sum of the lengths not used in C0;C1;y;CF�1 is ðb0 � 1Þc=2: Let

T ¼ 7 1; 2;y;
c� 1

2
;
cþ 3

2
;
cþ 5

2
;y; c

� �
, �ðcþ 1Þ

2

� �
;

and let L ¼ S\ðA,B,TÞ: The sum of the lengths in L is �ðn � 2Þ=2 ¼ n=2 and the

shortest length in L is at least cþ 2da04cþ 1 since FX3: Using Lemma 4.4, we can
find a directed path P from u0 to un=2 such that P has exactly one arc of each length

in L and uses none of the vertices in the intervals ðu0; ucþ2d a0 Þ and ðun=2; un=2þcþ2d a0 Þ:
Now, we must use the small lengths of T not used in Q1: The completion is the

directed path

Q2 : un=2; un=2þc; un=2þ1; un=2þc�1;y; uð2nþc�3Þ=4; uð2nþ3cþ3Þ=4;

uð2nþcþ5Þ=4; uð2nþ3c�1Þ=4;y; uðb0þ1Þc=2þ2; uðb0þ1Þc=2þ1:

Letting P0 : Q1;P;Q2 gives the desired directed path of length m � 2:
Case 2.2. Assume c � 1 ðmod 4Þ: Since c ¼ 1 is impossible, we may assume cX5:

In this case we define Q1 to be the following directed path:

Q1 : ucþ1; uðcþ1Þ=2; uðc�3Þ=2; uðcþ3Þ=2; uðc�5Þ=2;y; uð3c�3Þ=4;

uðc�1Þ=4; uð3cþ5Þ=4; uðc�5Þ=4;y; u1; uc; u0:
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Note that Q1 uses all vertices of the interval ½u0; ucþ1�; except uðc�1Þ=2 and uð3cþ1Þ=4;

and uses arcs of lengths

�2; 3;�4;y;�c� 1

2
;�cþ 1

2
;
cþ 3

2
;�cþ 5

2
;y; c� 1;�c:

Let L and T denote the same sets of lengths as in Case 2.1 and again let P be a
directed path from u0 to un=2 such that P has exactly one arc of each length in L and

uses none of the vertices in the intervals ðu0; ucþ2d a0 Þ and ðun=2; un=2þcþ2d a0 Þ: To use the

remaining lengths in T ; consider the directed path

Q2 : un=2; un=2þc; un=2þ1; un=2þc�1;y; uðn=2Þþð3cþ5Þ=4; uðn=2Þþðc�1Þ=4;

uðn=2Þþðcþ3Þ=4; uðn=2Þþð3cþ1Þ=4;y; u2þðb0þ1Þc=2; u1þðb0þ1Þc=2:

Letting P0 : Q1;P;Q2 gives a directed path of length m � 2:
Case 3. Assume F is even: We have to make certain the sum of the arc lengths not

used in the construction of the directed paths for the F families of directed m-cycles
is not zero modulo n � 1: It was easy to do for odd F by using a single directed path
and taking the rest of the directed paths in pairs which used all the plus–minus
lengths in some set of lengths. We cannot do this for even F : Instead, we define two
directed m-cycles such that the union of the arc lengths in these two directed cycles
does not sum to zero modulo n � 1: When F42; we obtain the remaining directed
cycles in pairs as before.

Another unfortunate aspect of the even F case is the existence of more cases to
consider. The first division into two main cases arises from the relationship between

c and 3 � 2d�1a0 � 1:

Case 3.1. Assume cp3 � 2d�1a0 � 1: Earlier we saw that this assumption implies
Fpðb0 � 1Þ=2: Since FX2; we know b0

X5 and Fpb0 � 3: We now consider several
subcases depending on F :

Subcase 3.1.1. Assume that F ¼ 2: If d ¼ 1; let P0 and P1 be the directed walks of
length 2a0 defined as follows:

P0 : u0; u1; u�1; u2; u�2;y; uðc�a0�2Þ=2; u�ðc�a0�2Þ=2;

uðc�a0þ2Þ=2; u�ðc�a0Þ=2; uðc�a0þ4Þ=2;y; u�ða0�1Þ; ua0þ1; uc;

and

P1 : u0; u�1; u1; u�2; u2;y; u�ðc�a0�2Þ=2; uðc�a0�2Þ=2; u�ðc�a0Þ=2;

uðc�a0þ2Þ=2; u�ðc�a0þ2Þ=2;y; ua0 ; u�a0 ; uðb0�1Þc=2;

while if dX2; let P0 and P1 be directed walks of length 2da0 defined as follows:

P0 : u0; u1; u�1; u2; u�2;y; uðc�2d�1a0�1Þ=2; u�ðc�2d�1a0�1Þ=2;

uðc�2d�1a0þ3Þ=2; u�ðc�2d�1a0þ1Þ=2; uðc�2d�1a0þ5Þ=2;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ;

u2d�1a0þ1; uc;
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and

P1 : u0; u�1; u1; u�2; u2;y; uðc�2d�1a0�3Þ=2; u�ðc�2d�1a0�1Þ=2;

uðc�2d�1a0þ1Þ=2; u�ðc�2d�1a0þ1Þ=2;y; u2d�1a0 ; u�2d�1a0 ; uðb0�1Þc=2:

Both P0 and P1 are directed paths because the condition cp3ð2d�1a0Þ � 1

implies c� 2d�1a0o2da0: Let C0 ¼ P0,rcðP0Þ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðP0Þ and C1 ¼ P1,

rcðP1Þ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðP1Þ: Let A denote the set of arc lengths used in C0 and C1;

that is,

A ¼7f1; 2;y; c� ð2d�1a0 þ 1Þ; c� ð2d�1a0 � 1Þ;y; 2da0g

, c� 2d�1a0;
ðb0 � 1Þc

2
þ 2d�1a0

� �
:

Thus fCi; rðCiÞ;y; rc�1ðCiÞ j i ¼ 0; 1g is a decomposition of X
!ðn � 1;AÞ into

directed m-cycles.
The sum of the unused arc lengths is ðb0 � 1Þc=2 so that finding a directed path P0

of length m � 2 using the remaining arc lengths is feasible. Then letting C : u;P0; u

gives the decomposition fC; rðCÞ;y; rn�2ðCÞg of X
!ðn � 1;S\AÞtfug into directed

m-cycles. Before continuing, note that cX2da0 þ 1; or 2c� 2da04cþ 1; and hence

ðcþ 1Þ=2pc� 2d�1a0:

Suppose first that ðcþ 1Þ=2oc� 2d�1a0: Let

L ¼ S\ A, �ðb0 � 1Þc
2

� 2d�1a0;
n � 2

2
;�ðc� 2d�1a0Þ

� �� �
:

By Lemma 4.4, there is a path P from u0 to un=2 such that none of the vertices in the

intervals ðu0; u2d a0þ1Þ and ðun=2; un=2þ2d a0þ1Þ appear on P and P has exactly one arc of

each length in L: Consider the directed path Q : uðcþ1Þ=2; uððb0þ2Þc�2d a0þ1Þ=2; uc�2d�1a0 ;

u0; and note that Q is a path since ðcþ 1Þ=2oc� 2d�1a0: Let P0 denote the directed
trail obtained by appending Q to the beginning of P: Now P0 will be a directed path
as long as uððb0þ2Þc�2d a0þ1Þ=2Aðun=2; un=2þ2d a0þ1Þ; and uðcþ1Þ=2; uc�2d�1a0Aðu0; u2d a0þ1Þ:

Since ðcþ 1Þ=2oc� 2d�1a0o2da0; we have uðcþ1Þ=2; uc�2d�1a0Aðu0; u2d a0þ1Þ: Next

ðb0 þ 2Þc� 2da0 þ 1

2
¼ ðb0 þ 1Þc

2
þ cþ 1

2
� 2d�1a0;

and since

n

2
¼ ðb0 � 1Þc

2
þ cþ 1

2
o
ðb0 þ 1Þc

2
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and 2da0ocþ 1o3 � 2d�1a0; we have

n

2
o

ðb0 þ 1Þc
2

þ cþ 1

2
� 2d�1a0

¼ ðb0 � 1Þc
2

þ cþ 1

2

� �
þ c� 2d�1a0

o
n

2
þ 2da0:

Thus, uððb0þ2Þc�2d a0þ1Þ=2Aðun=2; un=2þ2d a0þ1Þ:
When c ¼ 2da0 þ 1; we have ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ 2d�1a0 ¼ ðn � 2Þ=2 and ðcþ 1Þ=2 ¼

c� 2d�1a0: Let

L ¼S\ A, �cþ 1

2

� �� �

¼7 ð2da0 þ 1Þ; 2da0 þ 2;y;
n � 4

2

� �
, �n � 2

2

� �
:

By Lemma 4.4, we can find a directed path P from u0 to un=2 such that none of the

vertices in the intervals ðu0; ucÞ and ðun=2; un=2þcÞ appear on P and P has exactly one

arc of each length in L: Letting P0 be the directed path constructed by placing the
arc from uðcþ1Þ=2 to u0 at the beginning of P gives the required directed path of length

m � 2:
Subcase 3.1.2. Assume that F is even and FX4: For i ¼ 1; 2;y; ðF � 2Þ=2; define

P2i by

P2i : u0; uicþ1; u�1; uicþ2; u�2;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; u2d�1a0þic; uðb0�1Þc=2:

As in Case 2, let P2iþ1 ¼ tðP2iÞ for i ¼ 1; 2;y; ðF � 2Þ=2: We again have two
isolated paths whose definitions are given by

P0 : u0; uðb0�3Þc=2þ1; u�1; uðb0�3Þc=2þ2; u�2;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; uðb0�3Þc=2þ2d�1a0 ; u�c

and

P1 : u0; u�ðb0�3Þc=2�1; u1; u�ðb0�3Þc=2�2; u2;y;

u2d�1a0�1; u�ðb0�3Þc=2�2d�1a0 ; uðb0þ1Þc=2:

Recall that b0
X5 so that all the preceding constructions produce directed paths. In

the usual way, define Ci : Pi,rcðPiÞ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðPiÞ for i ¼ 0; 1;y;F � 1; and

observe that each Ci is a directed m-cycle. The sum of the arc lengths used in
C0;C1;y;CF�1 is ðb0 � 1Þc=2 so that the sum of the unused arc lengths is ðb0 þ
1Þc=2: We now show that arc lengths used in constructing C0;C1;y;CF�1 are
distinct. Let A denote the set of arc lengths used in C0 and C1 and B denote the set of
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arc lengths used in C2;C3;y;CF�1; that is,

A ¼7
ðb0 � 3Þc

2
þ 1;

ðb0 � 3Þc
2

þ 2;y;
ðb0 � 3Þc

2
þ 2da0 � 1

� �

, �ðc� 2d�1a0Þ;� ðb0 � 1Þc
2

þ 2d�1a0
� �� �

and

B ¼ 7 icþ 1; icþ 2;y; icþ 2da0 � 1;
ðb0 � 2i � 1Þc

2
� 2d�1a0 j 1pip

F � 2

2

� �
:

Now Fpðb0 � 1Þ=2 implying that F � 2oðb0 � 1Þ=2: First, consider the set of arc
lengths in B: If two lengths coincide, then, for some i and j with 1pi; jpðF � 2Þ=2;
we have

ðb0 � 2i � 1Þc� 2da0

2
Af jcþ 1; jcþ 2;y; jcþ 2da0 � 1g:

This implies 1pðb0 � 2i � 3Þ=2pðF � 2Þ=2 which gives b0 � ðF � 2Þ � 3pF � 2; or
FXðb0 þ 1Þ=2; producing a contradiction. Thus, all lengths in B are distinct.

Clearly, the arc lengths in A are distinct, and thus it remains to show that A-B ¼
|: The shortest undirected length in B is either cþ 1 or ðb0 � F þ 1Þc=2� 2d�1a0; but

since Fpb0 � 3; the second value is at least 2c� 2d�1a04cþ 1: So cþ 1 is the

shortest undirected length. The shortest undirected length in A is c� 2d�1a0; which is
strictly smaller than cþ 1:

The longest undirected length in B is either ðF � 2Þc=2þ 2da0 � 1 or ðb0 � 3Þc=2�
2d�1a0: The arcs of A; other than c� 2d�1a0; have undirected length at least ðb0 �
3Þc=2þ 1; which certainly exceeds ðb0 � 3Þc=2� 2d�1a0: Since Fpb0 � 3 and 2da0oc;
we have

ðF � 2Þc
2

þ 2da0 � 1p
ðb0 � 5Þc

2
þ 2da0 � 1o

ðb0 � 3Þc
2

þ 1:

Finally, the longest undirected length used is ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ 2d�1a0 which is at
most ðn � 2Þ=2: Therefore, all the arc lengths in A,B are distinct and

fCi; rðCiÞ;y; rc�1ðCiÞ j 0pipF � 1g is a decomposition of X
!ðn � 1;A,BÞ into

directed m-cycles.
The rest of Subcase 3.1.2 consists of showing that the remaining arc lengths may

be used to form a directed path P0 of length m � 2: Then, letting C : u;P0; u; gives the

decomposition fC; rðCÞ;y; rn�2ðCÞg of X
!ðn � 1;S\ðA,BÞÞtfug into directed m-

cycles. There are several subcases. First, we consider the case when 2da0oc� 1: Let

T ¼7f1; 2;y; c� 2d�1a0 � 1g,fc� 2d�1a0g,

7fc� 2d�1a0 þ 1; c� 2d�1a0 þ 2;y; cg,
ðb0 � 1Þc

2
þ 2d�1a0;

n � 2

2

� �
;
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and let L ¼ S\ðA,B,TÞ: The sum of the arc lengths in L is n=2: By Lemma 4.4,
there is a directed path P from u0 to un=2 which uses all the lengths of L and avoids

vertices in the intervals ðu0; ucþ2d a0 Þ,ðun=2; un=2þcþ2d a0 Þ: The object now is to use the

lengths in T to complete P to the directed path P0:
Suppose first that d ¼ 1: Let Q1 be the directed path given by

Q1 : un=2; un=2þc�a0 ; un=2þ2c�a0 ; un=2þc�a0þ1; un=2þ2c�a0�1;

un=2þc�a0þ2;y; uðnþ2c�a0�1Þ=2; uðnþ4c�3a0þ1Þ=2; uðnþ2c�a0þ3Þ=2;

uðnþ4c�3a0�1Þ=2;y; uðnþ3c�2a0þ3Þ=2; uðnþ3c�2a0þ1Þ=2;

and note that the lengths of the arcs on Q1 are c� a0; c;�ðc� 1Þ;y; c� a0 þ
1;�ðc� a0 � 1Þ; c� a0 � 2;y;�1:

Also since
n

2
þ 2c� a0 ¼ n

2
þ cþ ðc� a0Þon

2
þ cþ 2a0

(because cp3a0 � 1), all of the vertices of Q1 lie on the interval ½un=2; un=2þcþ2a0 Þ: Next

let Q2 be the directed path given by

Q2 : uðnþ3c�2a0þ1Þ=2; ucþ1; u1; uc; u2;y; uc�ða0�3Þ=2; uða0þ1Þ=2;

uc�ða0þ1Þ2; uða0þ3Þ=2;y; uðcþ3Þ=2; uðc�1Þ=2; uðcþ1Þ=2; uðb0þ1Þc=2;

and observe that the lengths of the arcs on Q2 are ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ a0;�c; c� 1;
�ðc� 2Þ;y;�ðc� a0 þ 1Þ; c� a0 � 1;�ðc� a0 � 2Þ;y; 1; ðn � 2Þ=2: Next,

n

2
o
ðb0 þ 1Þc

2
¼ b0c

2
þ c

2
o

n

2
þ c� a0;

since a0oc=2: Thus uðb0þ1Þc=2 does not appear on Q1: Hence the directed path P0 :

P;Q1;Q2 has length m � 2 and contains an arc of each length in S\ðA,BÞ:
We now move to the case when dX2 and recall we are assuming 2da0oc� 1: In

this case, much of the directed path P0 is the same as the one constructed when d ¼ 1:
As before, by Lemma 4.4, there is a directed path P from u0 to un=2 using all lengths

in L and avoiding vertices of ðu0; ucþ2d a0 Þ and ðun=2;n=2þcþ2d a0 Þ: We now wish to

augment P so that each length in T is used. Let Q1 be the directed path given by

Q1 : un=2; un=2þc�2d�1a0 ; un=2þ2c�2d�1a0 ; un=2þc�2d�1a0þ1;y;

un=2þ2c�3�2d�2a0þ1; un=2þc�2d�2a0 ; un=2þ2c�3�2d�2a0�1;

un=2þc�2d�2a0þ1;y; uðnþ3c�2d a0�3Þ=2; uðnþ3c�2d a0þ1Þ=2;

and observe that the lengths encountered on Q1 are c� 2d�1a0; c;�ðc� 1Þ;
c� 2;y;�ðc� 2d�1a0 þ 1Þ; c� 2d�1a0 � 1;�ðc� 2d�1a0 � 2Þ;y;�3; 2: As before,

since cp3 � 2d�1a0 � 1 implies n=2þ 2c� 2d�1a0on=2þ cþ 2da0; all the vertices on
Q1 lie on the interval ½un=2; un=2þcþ2d a0 Þ: Next let Q2 be the directed path given by

Q2 : uðnþ3c�2d a0þ1Þ=2; ucþ1; u1; uc; u2;y; u2d�2a0 ; uc�2d�2a0þ1; uc�2d�2a0 ;

u2d�2a0þ1; uc�2d�2a0�1;y; uðcþ3Þ=2; uðc�1Þ=2; uðcþ1Þ=2; uðb0þ1Þc=2:
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The lengths of the arcs on Q2 are ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ 2d�1a0;�c; c� 1;�ðc� 2Þ;y; c�
2d�1a0 þ 1;�1;�ðc� 2d�1a0 � 1Þ; c� 2d�1a0 � 2;y; 1: Using the same techniques as
in the case when d ¼ 1; it is easy to verify that P0 : P;Q1;Q2 is a directed path of
length m � 2 containing an arc of each length in S\ðA,BÞ:

We now move to the special case when 2da0 ¼ c� 1: We have seen previously that

this condition implies c� 2d�1a0 ¼ ðcþ 1Þ=2 and ððb0 � 1Þcþ 2da0Þ=2 ¼ ðn � 2Þ=2:
Let

T ¼ 7 1; 2;y;
c� 1

2

� �
,

cþ 1

2

� �
,7

cþ 3

2
;
cþ 5

2
y; c

� �
;

and let L ¼ S\ðA,B,TÞ: The sum of the arc lengths in L is ðn � 2Þ=2; and note
that the shortest length in L is 2c� 1: The proof of Lemma 4.4 allows us to
interchange the roles of n=2 and ðn � 2Þ=2; and thus there is a directed path P from
u0 to uðn�2Þ=2 using all lengths in L and avoiding vertices of the intervals ðu0; u2c�1Þ
and ðuðn�2Þ=2; uðnþ4c�4Þ=2Þ: To complete the proof of Case 3.1.2, we need to use the

lengths in T to complete the directed path P to a directed path P0 using all m � 2
lengths.

Suppose first that d ¼ 1; which implies c � 3 ðmod 4Þ: Let Q1 be the directed path

Q1 : uðcþ1Þ=2; uðcþ3Þ=2; uðc�1Þ=2;y; uðcþ5Þ=4; uð3cþ3Þ=4;

uðc�3Þ=4; uð3cþ7Þ=4; uðc�7Þ=4;y; uc; u0:

The lengths of the arcs on Q1 are 1;�2;y; ðc� 1Þ=2;�ðcþ 3Þ=2; ðcþ 5Þ=2;y;�c;
and the vertices of Q1 lie in the interval ½u0; u2c�1Þ: Next, let Q2 be the directed path

Q2 : uðn�2Þ=2; ucþðn�2Þ=2; un=2; ucþðn�4Þ=2;y; uð2nþc�7Þ=4; uð2nþ3c�1Þ=4;

uð2nþcþ1Þ=4; uð2nþ3c�5Þ=4;y; uðnþc�3Þ=2; uðnþcþ1Þ=2; uðnþc�1Þ=2; ucþn=2:

The arcs lengths encountered on Q2 are c;�ðc� 1Þ; c� 2;y; ðcþ 3Þ=2;�ðc� 1Þ=2;
ðc� 3Þ=2;�ðc� 5Þ=2;y;�1; ðcþ 1Þ=2; and the vertices of Q2 lie entirely in the
interval ½uðn�2Þ=2; uðn�2Þ=2þ2c�1Þ: Thus, P0 : Q1;P;Q2 is the required directed path.

Now suppose dX2; which gives c � 1 ðmod 4Þ: Let Q1 be the following directed
path

Q1 : uðcþ1Þ=2; uðc�3Þ=2; uðcþ3Þ=2;y; uðcþ3Þ=4; uð3c�3Þ=4;

uðc�1Þ=4; uð3cþ5Þ=4; uðc�5Þ=4;y; uc; u0

and note that the lengths encountered on Q1 are �2; 3;y; ðc� 3Þ=2;�ðc� 1Þ=2;
ðcþ 3Þ=2;y;�c; and the vertices of Q1 lie in the interval ½u0; u2c�1Þ: Next, let Q2 be
the directed path

Q2 : uðn�2Þ=2; ucþðn�2Þ=2; un=2; ucþðn�4Þ=2;y; uð2nþc�9Þ=4;

uð2nþ3cþ1Þ=4; uð2nþc�5Þ=4; uð2nþc�1Þ=4; uð2nþ3c�3Þ=4; uð2nþcþ3Þ=4;

uð2nþ3c�7Þ=4;y; uðnþc�3Þ=2; uðnþcþ1Þ=2; uðnþc�1Þ=2; ucþn=2:
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Now the arcs lengths encountered on Q2 are c;�ðc� 1Þ; c� 2;y; ðcþ 5Þ=2;�ðcþ
3Þ=2; 1; ðc� 1Þ=2;�ðc� 3Þ=2;y;�1; ðcþ 1Þ=2; and the vertices of Q2 lie entirely in
the interval ½uðn�2Þ=2; uðn�2Þ=2þ2c�1Þ: Thus, P0 : Q1;P;Q2 is the required directed path

thereby completing the proof of Subcase 3.1.2.

Case 3.2. Assume cX3 � 2d�1a0: This inequality and the fact that F þ b0 ¼ 2e�da=a0

imply F4b0=2: Thus, when F ¼ 2 it follows that b0 ¼ 3: This, in turn, implies 2da0
X4

since we are assuming mX8: The arc lengths used in the construction of the F

directed paths of length 2da0 appear complicated, but have been chosen so the
absolute values of the lengths are sequential when d ¼ 1 and nearly sequential when
dX2; and yet still sum to �c:

Subcase 3.2.1. Assume that F ¼ 2: As noted earlier, this implies that b0 ¼ 3 and

2da0
X4: Suppose first that d ¼ 1: Then 2a0

X4; that is, a0
X3: Let P0 be the directed

path of length 2a0 defined by

P0 : u0; uðc�3a0þ2Þ=2; u�1; uðc�3a0þ4Þ=2;y; u�ða0�1Þ; uðc�a0Þ=2; u�c:

Recall that t is the permutation fixing u0 and mapping ui to u�i for all 1pip
ðn � 2Þ=2: Let P1 be the directed path of length 2a0 obtained from tðP0Þ by replacing
the last arc from u�ðc�a0Þ=2 to uc with the arc from u�ðc�a0Þ=2 to u�c: Let

C0 : P0,rcðP0Þ,r2cðP0Þ and C1 : P1,rcðP1Þ,r2cðP1Þ: The directed cycles C0

and C1 have length 6a0 ¼ m and arcs with lengths in the set A where

A ¼ 7
c� 3a0 þ 2

2
;
c� 3a0 þ 4

2
;y;

cþ a0 � 2

2

� �
, �3c� a0

2
;�cþ a0

2

� �
:

Clearly, the lengths used in constructing C0 and C1 are distinct, and thus

fCi; rðCiÞ;y; rc�1ðCiÞ j i ¼ 0; 1g is a decomposition of X
!ðn � 1;AÞ into directed

m-cycles.
The rest of the case when d ¼ 1 consists of showing that the remaining arc lengths

may be used to form a directed path P0 of length m � 2: Then, letting C : u;P0; u gives

the decomposition fC; rðCÞ;y; rn�2ðCÞg of X
!ðn � 1;S\AÞtfug into directed m-

cycles. Now, the sum of the arc lengths in A is c so that the sum of the remaining arc
lengths is 2c since b0 ¼ 3: Let

T ¼ 7 1; 2;y;
c� 3a0

2

� �
,

cþ a0

2
;
3c� a0

2
;
n � 2

2

� �

and let L ¼ S\ðA,TÞ: Note that ðn � 2Þ=2 ¼ ð3c� 1Þ=2 so that ðn � 2Þ=2a
ð3c� a0Þ=2 because a041: The sum of the arc lengths in L is n=2; and the
shortest length in absolute value is ðcþ a0 þ 2Þ=2: By Lemma 4.4, there is a directed
path P from u0 to un=2 using arcs of all the lengths in L and avoiding vertices in the

intervals ðu0; uðcþa0Þ=2� and ðun=2; uðnþcþa0Þ=2�: We now show that the remaining arc

lengths, the elements of T ; can be used to complete P to a directed path P0 of length
m � 2:
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First extend the directed path P by appending the directed 2-path

un=2; uðnþcþa0Þ=2; uðcþa0Þ=2

using arc lengths ðcþ a0Þ=2 and ðn � 2Þ=2: We complete the directed path in two
different ways depending on the parity of ðc� 3a0Þ=2:

When ðc� 3a0Þ=2 is even, complete the directed path to P0 by appending the
following directed path:

uðcþa0Þ=2; u2a0 ; uðcþa0�2Þ=2; u2a0þ1;y; uðcþ5a0þ4Þ=4; uðcþ5a0�4Þ=4;

uðcþ5a0Þ=4; un=2þðcþ3a0�2Þ=4; un=2þð3c�3a0�2Þ=4; un=2þðcþ3a0þ2Þ=4;

un=2þð3c�3a0�6Þ=4;y; uðnþc�3Þ=2; uðnþcþ1Þ=2; uðnþc�1Þ=2:

When ðc� 3a0Þ=2 is odd, complete the directed path to P0 by appending the
following directed path:

uðcþa0Þ=2; u2a0 ; uðcþa0�2Þ=2; u2a0þ1;y; uðcþ5a0�6Þ=4; uðcþ5a0þ2Þ=4;

uðcþ5a0�2Þ=4; un=2þðcþ3a0�4Þ=4; un=2þð3c�3a0�4Þ=4; un=2þðcþ3a0Þ=4;

un=2þð3c�3a0�8Þ=4;y; uðnþcþ1Þ=2; uðnþc�3Þ=2; uðnþc�1Þ=2:

It is easy to verify that P0 is indeed a directed path of length m � 2 containing an
arc of each length in S\A:

Now suppose that dX2: Let P0 be the directed path of length 2da0 defined by

P0 : u0; uðc�3�2d�1a0þ1Þ=2; u�1; uðc�3�2d�1a0þ3Þ=2;

u�2;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; uðc�2d�1a0�1Þ=2; u�c:

Let P1 be the directed path of length 2da0 obtained from tðP0Þ by replacing
the last arc from u�ðc�2d�1a0�1Þ=2 to uc with the arc from u�ðc�2d�1a0�1Þ=2 to u�c:

Let C0 ¼ P0,rcðP0Þ,r2cðP0Þ and C1 ¼ P1,rcðP1Þ,r2cðP1Þ: Then fCi; rðCiÞ;y;

rc�1ðCiÞ j i ¼ 0; 1g is a decomposition of X
!ðn � 1;AÞ into directed m-cycles

where

A ¼7
c� 3 � 2d�1a0 þ 1

2
;
c� 3 � 2d�1a0 þ 3

2
;y;

cþ 2d�1a0 � 3

2

� �

, �3c� 2d�1a0 � 1

2
;�cþ 2d�1a0 þ 1

2

� �
:

The rest of the case when dX2 consists of showing that the remaining arc lengths
may be used to form a directed path P0 of length m � 2: Then, letting C : u;P0; u gives

the decomposition fC; rðCÞ;y; rn�2ðCÞg of X
!ðn � 1;S\AÞtfug into directed

m-cycles.
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The sum of the arc lengths in A is c so that the sum of the unused arc lengths is 2c
since b0 ¼ 3: Let

T ¼7 1; 2;y;
c� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 1

2
;
cþ 2d�1a0 � 1

2

� �

,
3c� 2d�1a0 � 1

2
;
cþ 2d�1a0 þ 1

2
;
n � 2

2

� �
;

and let L ¼ S\ðA,TÞ: The sum of the arc lengths in L is n=2; and ðcþ 2d�1a0 þ
3Þ=2 is the shortest length in absolute value. From Lemma 4.4, there is a directed
path P from u0 to un=2 containing an arc of each length in L and using none of the

vertices in the intervals ðu0; uðcþ2d�1a0þ1Þ=2� and ðun=2; uðnþcþ2d�1a0þ1Þ=2�: We now show

that the remaining arc lengths in T can be used to complete P to a directed path P0 of
length m � 2:

First extend the directed path P by appending the directed 4-path

un=2; uðnþcþ2d�1a0þ1Þ=2; uðnþ2Þ=2; u1; uðcþ2d�1a0þ1Þ=2

using arc-lengths

cþ 2d�1a0 þ 1

2
;
�ðcþ 2d�1a0 � 1Þ

2
;
n � 2

2
;
cþ 2d�1a0 � 1

2
:

The continuation now depends on the parity of ðc� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 1Þ=2: When the
latter value is even, continue with the directed path

uðcþ2d�1a0þ1Þ=2; u2d a0þ1; uðcþ2d�1a0�1Þ=2; u2d a0þ2;y;

uðcþ5�2d�1a0�1Þ=4; uðcþ5�2d�1a0þ3Þ=4

which uses lengths �ðc� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 1Þ=2; ðc� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 3Þ=2; � ðc� 3 �
2d�1a0 � 5Þ=2;y; 1:

Next, let P0 be the directed path established thus far together with the
continuation:

uðcþ5�2d�1a0þ3Þ=4; un=2þðcþ3�2d�1a0�1Þ=4; un=2þð3c�3�2d�1a0�3Þ=4;

un=2þðcþ3�2d�1a0þ3Þ=4; un=2þð3c�3�2d�1a0�7Þ=4;y; u2cþ1; u2c

using arc lengths ð3c� 2d�1a0 � 1Þ=2; ðc� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 1Þ=2;�ðc� 3 � 2d�1a0 �
3Þ=2; ðc� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 5Þ=2;y;�1: Since n � 1o2m; it follows that co2dþ1a0: Thus

3c� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 3o2cþ 2da0 þ 2; and dX2 and c43 � 2d�1a0 gives 3c� 3 � 2d�1a0 �
344 so that un=2þð3c�3�2d�1a0�3Þ=4Aðuðnþ2Þ=2; uðnþcþ2d�1a0þ1Þ=2Þ: Next ðcþ 3 � 2d�1 �
1Þ=441 since 3 � 2d�1a0

X6: Thus, un=2þðcþ3�2d�1a0�1Þ=4Aðuðnþ2Þ=2; uðnþcþ2d�1a0þ1Þ=2Þ:
Hence P0 is a directed path of length m � 2 containing an arc of each length
in S\A:

When ðc� 3 � 2d�1a0 � 1Þ=2 is odd, the continuation of P is close to what was just
done. The first portion terminates at uðcþ5�2d�1a0þ1Þ=4 instead of uðcþ5�2d�1a0þ3Þ=4;
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and finishes with an arc of length �1 rather than length 1. The arc of length ð3c�
2d�1a0 � 1Þ=2 then terminates at un=2þðcþ3�2d�1a0�3Þ=4 instead of un=2þðcþ3�2d�1a0�1Þ=4:

The rest of the completion is just as before except we finish with an arc of length 1
instead of length �1: This completes Subcase 3.2.1.

Subcase 3.2.2. Assume that F is even and FX4: For i ¼ 1; 2;y; ðF � 2Þ=2; define
P2i by

P2i : u0; uicþ1; u�1; uicþ2; u�2;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; uicþ2d�1a0 ; uðb0þ1Þc=2:

Now define P2iþ1 ¼ tðP2iÞ for i ¼ 1; 2;y; ðF � 2Þ=2:
We again have two isolated paths whose definitions are given by

P0 : u0; u1; u�1; u2; u�2;y; u�ð2d�1a0�1Þ; u2d�1a0 ; uðb0þ1Þc=2

and

P1 : u0; u�1; u1; u�2; u2;y; u2d�1a0�1; u�2d�1a0 ; u�c:

In the usual way, for i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3;y;F � 1; let Ci : Pi,rcðPiÞ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðPiÞ;

and note that Ci is a directed m-cycle. Let A denote the set of arc lengths used in C0

and C1 and let B denote the set of arc lengths used in C2;C3;y;CF�1: Thus

A ¼ 7f1; 2;y; 2da0 � 1g, �ðb0 � 1Þc
2

þ 2d�1a0;�ðc� 2d�1a0Þ
� �

;

and

B ¼ 7 icþ 1; icþ 2;y; icþ 2da0 � 1;
ðb0 þ 1� 2iÞc

2
� 2d�1a0 j 1pip

F � 2

2

� �
:

The sum of the arc lengths in A,B is ðb0 � 1Þc=2: We must show all the arc
lengths in A,B are distinct. Consider the set B first. If there is any overlap, then for
some i and j ð1pi; jpðF � 2Þ=2Þ; we have

ðb0 � 2i þ 1Þc� 2da0

2
Af jcþ 1; jcþ 2;y; jcþ 2da0 � 1g:

But, if this happens, then co3 � 2d�1a0; producing a contradiction. Thus, all lengths
in B are distinct.

Clearly, the lengths in A are distinct, and thus it remains to show that A-B ¼ |:
The shortest undirected length used in B is either cþ 1 or ðb0 � F þ 3Þc=2� 2d�1a0:

Now 2da0 � 1; c� 2d�1a0ocþ 1; and Fob0 as shown in the beginning of the proof.

Thus, ðb0 � F þ 3Þc=2� 2d�1a042c� 2d�1a042da0 � 1 and 2c� 2d�1a04c� 2d�1a0:
We also must examine the long arc lengths in B: The longest undirected length in B

is either ðF � 2Þc=2þ 2da0 � 1 or ðb0 � 1Þc=2� 2d�1a0: Since Fob0; the preceding

two lengths cannot equal any of the lengths in A: Therefore, A-B ¼ | and all
lengths used thus far are distinct.

The rest of the proof consists of showing that the remaining m � 2 arc lengths can
be ordered to form a directed path P0 of length m � 2 using each arc length once. We
first eliminate some special cases.
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If 2da0 ¼ c� 1; then cX3 � 2d�1a0 implies c ¼ 1 or c ¼ 3: Now, c ¼ 1 is impossible,

and thus suppose c ¼ 3: Then 2da0 ¼ 2: Let L ¼ S\ðA,B,f2gÞ; and observe that
the sum of the lengths in L is ðn � 2Þ=2 ¼ ð3b0 � 1Þ=2: By Lemma 4.4, there is a
directed path P from u0 to uð3b0�1Þ=2 using neither uð3b0þ1Þ=2 nor uð3b0þ3Þ=2: Appending

the arc from uð3b0�1Þ=2 to uð3b0þ3Þ=2 gives a directed path P0 of length m � 2 using each

of the unused arc lengths precisely once.

Thus, we may assume 2da0oc� 1 and 2da0
X4: (The latter inequality is valid

because 2da0 ¼ 2 together with the fact that no2m implies c ¼ 3 which was dealt
with above.) Let

T ¼7ðf2da0; 2da0 þ 1;y; cg\fc� 2d�1a0gÞ

, c� 2d�1a0;
ðb0 � 1Þc

2
þ 2d�1a0;

n � 2

2

� �
;

and let L ¼ S\ðA,B,TÞ: The shortest arc length in L is cþ 2da0; and the sum
of the lengths in L is n=2: Hence, by Lemma 4.4, there is a directed path P from
u0 to un=2 using all the lengths in L and not using any vertices of

½u1; ucþ2d a0 Þ,ðun=2; un=2þcþ2d a0 Þ:
Suppose first that dX2: We extend P by first appending the directed path

un=2; un=2þc; un=2þ1; un=2þc�1;y; un=2þc�2d�2a0þ1; un=2þ2d�2a0 ;

un=2þc�2d�2a0�1; un=2þ2d�2a0þ1;y; uðb0þ1Þc=2�2d�1a0 ;

uðb0þ1Þc=2þ2d�1a0 ; uðb0þ3Þc=2; uð3c�1Þ=2

using arcs c;�ðc� 1Þ;y;�ðc� 2d�1a0 þ 1Þ; c� 2d�1a0 � 1; �ðc� 2d�1a0 �
2Þ;y; 2da0; c� 2d�1a0; ðn � 2Þ=2: Note that the vertices uðb0þ3Þc=2 and uð3c�1Þ=2 have

not been used before. To see this, observe ðb0 þ 3Þc=24n=2þ c and since co2dþ1a0;

we have ðb0 þ 3Þc=2on=2þ cþ 2da0: Thus uðb0þ3Þc=2Aðun=2þc; un=2þcþ2d a0 Þ: In a

similar manner, it is easy to see that uð3c�1Þ=2A½u1; ucþ2d a0 Þ:
Another important point to note is that the vertex uðb0þ1Þc=2 has not been used. We

use the rest of the arc lengths and finish the completion to the path P0 by starting at

uð3c�1Þ=2 and using arcs of length �c; c� 1;y; c� 2d�1a0 þ 1;�ðc� 2d�1a0 � 1Þ;
y;�2da0; ending at vertex uc�2d�1a0 : Next, from vertex uc�2d�1a0 ; we append the arc of

length ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ 2d�1a0 and thus the last vertex of P0 is uðb0þ1Þc=2:

Suppose now that d ¼ 1: Note that we may assume 2a0
X6 because 2a0 ¼ 2 was

done above. The extension of P is a little different in this case. We start by appending
the directed path

un=2; un=2þc; un=2þ1; un=2þc�1;y; uðnþa0�1Þ=2; ucþðn�a0þ1Þ=2; uðnþa0þ3Þ=2;

ucþðn�a0�1Þ=2;y; uðb0þ1Þc=2�a0þ1; uðb0þ1Þc=2þa0þ1; u2a0þ1; ucþa0þ1:
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This extension uses the lengths c;�ðc� 1Þ;y; c� a0 þ 1;�ðc� a0 � 1Þ; c� a0 �
2;y; 2a0; ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ a0; c� a0: Note that the vertex uðb0þ1Þc=2 is not used since

a0
X3:
We use the rest of the arc lengths in T and finish the completion of P0 by starting

at the vertex ucþa0þ1 and using arcs of length �c; c� 1;y;�ðc� a0 þ 1Þ; c� a0 �
1;�ðc� a0 � 2Þy;�2a0 ending at vertex uðcþ1Þ=2: Next, we append the arc from

uðcþ1Þ=2 to uðb0þ1Þc=2 which has length ðn � 2Þ=2 as required.

Hence, letting C : u;P0; u; gives the decomposition fC; rðCÞ;y; rn�2ðCÞg of

X
!ðn � 1;S\ðA,BÞÞtfug into directed m-cycles.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. &

5. The case when m is odd and n is even

We have arrived at the most difficult case. In this section, we will prove the
following theorem.

5.1. Theorem. For positive integers m and n with m odd, n even, and 3pmon;
the digraph K�

n can be decomposed into directed cycles of length m if and only if

m j nðn � 1Þ and ðn;mÞað6; 3Þ:

There are four main pieces to the proof of Theorem 5.1. The first piece is to
establish a sufficiency range for the proof. In particular, we show that Theorem 5.1 is
true for all m and n satisfying the necessary conditions if it is true for all m and n

satisfying the necessary conditions with mono3m: The second piece is a proof of
the theorem for the particular case of n ¼ 2m: It is not completely surprising that this
case would require a separate argument as n ¼ 6 and m ¼ 3 is the only case for which
the necessary arithmetic is not sufficient. The third and fourth pieces consist of
separate proofs for n in the range mono2m and 2mono3m; respectively.

Others have proved Theorem 5.1 for a few specific values of m: Of particular
interest to us is m ¼ 3: This was settled by Bermond [3] and allows us to assume
mX5 for the remainder of this section, thereby simplifying our proof significantly.
We now proceed to tackle the first of the four pieces mentioned above. There are
three preliminary propositions required for the reduction lemma.

Cycle decompositions of undirected graphs are sometimes mentioned below
because we can apply the doubling lemma to cycle decompositions to obtain directed

cycle decompositions. For a graph (digraph) G; the notation %G denotes the
complement of G:

5.2. Definition. Let the vertex set of K2m or K�
2m be partitioned into two sets, U ¼

fu0; u1;y; um�1g and V ¼ fv0; v1;y; vm�1g: The notation K2m/S;T ;S0S will
denote the subgraph of K2m such that /USDXðm;SÞ; where /US denotes the
subgraph induced by the vertices of U ; /VSDXðm;S0Þ; and all edges of the form
uiviþt are present, where tAT with TDf0; 1;y;m � 1g: Similarly, K�

2m/S;T ;T 0;S0S
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denotes the subdigraph with /USDX
!ðm;SÞ; /VSDX

!ðm;S0Þ; T describing the
arcs from U to V ; and T 0 describing the arcs from V to U :

5.3. Proposition. Let mX3 be an odd integer. Each of the following graphs has a Cm-
decomposition:

(a) K2m/|; f0; 1;y;m � 2s � 1g; |StKs for s odd with 1pspðm � 1Þ=2;
(b) K2m/f7ðm � 1Þ=2g; f0; 1;y;m � 2s � 2g; |StKs for s even with 0psp

ðm � 3Þ=2;
(c) K2m/f7ðm � 1Þ=2g;S,ðS þ 1Þ; |S where SDf1; 3; 5;y;m � 2g; and

(d) K2m/A; |;BS where each of A and B is either 7f1; 2;y; ðm � 1Þ=2g or

7f1; 2;y; ðm � 3Þ=2g:

Proof. Parts (a)–(c) were proved in [6]. To prove part (d), note that the graph
Xðm;7ft; t þ 1gÞ has a Hamilton decomposition by the main result of [5].
Therefore, we may use pairs of successive lengths to form connected circulant
graphs of degree 4 which can be decomposed into two m-cycles. If the number of
available lengths is even, we are done. If the number of available lengths is odd, we
start the process with length 72 as length 71 forms an m-cycle. &

5.4. Proposition. Let mX3 be odd. Each of the following digraphs has a Cm
�!

-
decomposition:

(a) K�
2m/|; f0g; f0g; |StK�

ðm�1Þ=2; and

(b) K�
2m/f71g; |; |; |StK�

ðm�1Þ=2:

Proof. Let m ¼ 2k þ 1 for some integer k: Define the permutation o by

o ¼ ðu0 u1 ? um�1Þðv0 v1 ? vm�1Þ;

and note that o fixes all other vertices. Let w0;w1;y;wk�1 denote the vertices of K�
k :

For part (a), define two directed m-cycles by

C1 : u0; v0;w0; v1;w1; v2;w2;y;wk�2; vk�1;wk�1; u0

and

C2 : v0; u0;wk�2; u1;wk�3; u2;y;w1; uk�2;w0; uk�1;wk�1; v0:

Then fC1;oðC1Þ;o2ðC1Þ;y;om�1ðC1Þ;C2;oðC2Þ;y;om�1ðC2Þg is a Cm
�!

-decom-

position of K�
2m/|; f0g; f0g; |StK�

k :

For part (b), define two directed m-cycles by

C1 : u0; u1;w0; v0;w1; v1;w2;y;wk�2; vk�2;wk�1; u0

and

C2 : u1; u0;w1; u2;w2; u3;y;wk�3; uk�2;wk�2; uk�1;wk�1; v0;w0; u1:
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As before, fC1;oðC1Þ;o2ðC1Þ;y;om�1ðC1Þ;C2;oðC2Þ;y;om�1ðC2Þg is a Cm
�!

-

decomposition of K�
2m/f71g; |; |; |StK�

k : &

5.5. Proposition. For integers m and t satisfying m ¼ 2k þ 1 and t ¼ qk þ r where

0prpk � 1 and 1pqpm þ 2r � 1; the digraph K�
2mtK�

t is Cm
�!

-decomposable. In

particular, K�
2mtK�

t is Cm
�!

-decomposable whenever ðm � 1Þ=2ptpðm � 1Þ2=2:

Proof. Let m and t be integers with m ¼ 2k þ 1 and t ¼ qk þ r where 0prpk � 1

and 1pqpm þ 2r � 1: Suppose first that r odd. Partition the vertex set of K�
t into

sets B0;B1;y;Bq such that jB0j ¼ r and jB1j ¼ jB2j ¼ ? ¼ jBqj ¼ k: We then

obtain a decomposition of K2mtKr; where the vertices of Kr are those of B0; into
the following graphs:

K2m/|; f0; 1;y;m � 2r � 1g; |StKr;

K2m/|; fm � 2r;y;m � 1g; f7kgS; and

K2m/7f1;y; kg; |;7f1;y; k � 1gS:

Each of these three graphs has a Cm-decomposition by parts (a), (c) and (d),
respectively, of Proposition 5.3. Orienting all cycles in each possible direction gives a

Cm
�!

-decomposition of K�
2mtK�

r :
Observe that none of the arcs between K�

2m and Bi; for each i with 1pipq; have
been used. Counting the number of undirected m-cycles in the Cm-decomposition of
the graphs in parts (c) and (d) above, we find there are m þ 2r � 1 m-cycles; that is,
there are at least q undirected m-cycles. Let R1;R2;y;Rq be q such undirected m-

cycles. Then for each i with 1pipq; orient Ri in each possible direction and form a
digraph by adding the vertices of Bi and all arcs between Bi and vertices of Ri: The

resulting digraph is isomorphic to K�
2m/7f1g; |; |; |StK�

k which has a Cm
�!

-

decomposition by Proposition 5.4.
Now assume r is even. The proof in this case is similar to the case for r odd, and we

use the same notation for the vertex partition. The three graphs

K2m/7fkg; f0; 1;y;m � 2r � 2g; |StKr;

K2m/|; fm � 2r;y;m � 1g; f7kgS; and

K2m/7f1;y; k � 1g; |;7f1;y; k � 1gS

use all edges of K2mtKr except for a perfect matching corresponding to edge length
m � 2r � 1: By parts (b)–(d) of Proposition 5.3, each graph above has a Cm-
decomposition. Observe that the number of undirected m-cycles in the Cm-
decompositions of the graphs for parts (c) and (d) above is m þ 2r � 2; that is,
there are at least q � 1 undirected m-cycles. We set aside q � 1 of these undirected
cycles and orient each of the remaining cycles in both possible directions.
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Since qX1; there is at least one part of cardinality k available. Now K�
2m

��!
/|;

fm � 2r � 1g; f2r þ 1g; |StK�
k has a Cm

�!
-decomposition by part (a) of Proposition

5.4, uses the arcs corresponding to the omitted perfect matching, and all those
between B1 and the vertices of K�

2m: The remaining arcs between B2;B3;y;Bq and

the vertices of K�
2m are partitioned into directed m-cycles using the q � 1 undirected

cycles we have set aside as was done in the previous case. &

5.6. Lemma. Let mX5 be an odd integer. If K�
n is Cm

�!
-decomposable for all even n

satisfying mono3m with m j nðn � 1Þ; then K�
n is Cm

�!
-decomposable for all even n4m

satisfying m j nðn � 1Þ:

Proof. Let n0 be an even integer satisfying n04m and m j n0ðn0 � 1Þ: Clearly, we may
write n0 ¼ n þ 2mq; where qX0; mono3m; and m j nðn � 1Þ: Partition the vertex set
of K�

n0 into one set with n vertices, and q sets with 2m vertices. We denote the

subdigraphs induced by various sets in the obvious way.
If qX3; the complete multipartite graph Kqð2mÞ; with q parts each of cardinality

2m; has a decomposition into undirected m-cycles by [6]. Orienting all cycles in both

directions gives Cm
�! j K�

qð2mÞ: We have Cm
�! j K�

n by supposition. Thus, if

Cm
�! j ðK�

2mtK�
n Þ; then the qX3 case and the q ¼ 1 case will be complete. In the

q ¼ 2 case, it remains to show that Cm
�! j ðK�

2mtK�
2mþnÞ:

For mX13; we have 5mpðm � 1Þ2=2; and both K�
2mtK�

n and K�
2mtK�

2mþn are

Cm
�!

-decomposable by Proposition 5.5. For mp11; then m j nðn � 1Þ and mono3m

imply n ¼ m þ 1 or n ¼ 2m: Thus we need Cm
�!

-decompositions of K�
2mtK�

mþ1;

K�
2mtK�

3mþ1; and K�
2mtK�

2m: For mX9; we have 3m þ 1pðm � 1Þ2=2 so that each

of these digraphs has a Cm
�!

-decomposition by Proposition 5.5. Thus, we may
assume mp7:

For m ¼ 7; Proposition 5.5 gives C7
�! j K�

14tK�
8 and C7

�! j K�
14tK�

14 as 14oðm �
1Þ2=2 ¼ 18: For K�

14tK�
22; partition the vertices of K�

22 into six sets of three vertices

each and a single vertex u: Take seven digraphs isomorphic to the digraph of part (a)
in Proposition 5.4. This leaves two copies of K�

8 having the vertex u in common. By

supposition, C7
�! j K�

8 :

For m ¼ 5; we have C5
�! j K�

10tK�
6 by Proposition 5.4. For K�

10tK�
10; take five

isomorphic copies of the digraph from part (a) of Proposition 5.4. This leaves two

vertex-disjoint copies of K�
5 which are C5

�!
-decomposable. Finally, for K�

10tK�
16;

take five isomorphic copies of the digraph from part (a) and three isomorphic copies
of the digraph from part (b) of Proposition 5.4. This leaves two directed 5-cycles in
one part of the bipartition. &

We now handle the special cases of n ¼ m þ 1 and n ¼ 2m:
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5.7. Lemma. For each odd integer mX5; the complete directed graph K�
mþ1 can be

decomposed into directed m-cycles.

Proof. Let mX5 be an integer and let the vertices of K�
mþ1 be labelled with

u; u0; u1;y; um�1: Let K�
mþ1 ¼ X

!ðm;SÞtfug where S ¼ 7f1; 2;y; ðm � 1Þ=2g:
Define the permutation r as before, that is, r ¼ ðuÞðu0 u1?um�1Þ: Let

C : u0; u1; u�1; u2;y; uðm�1Þ=4; u�ðm�1Þ=4; uðmþ7Þ=4; u�ðmþ3Þ=4;

y; uðmþ3Þ=2; uðmþ1Þ=2; u; u0

if m � 1 ðmod 4Þ; and
C : u0; u1; u�1; u2;y; uðm�3Þ=4; u�ðm�3Þ=4; uðmþ5Þ=4; u�ðmþ1Þ=4; uðmþ9Þ=4;

y; uðmþ3Þ=2; uðmþ1Þ=2; u; u0

if m � 3 ðmod 4Þ: Note that C uses an arc of each length in S except length ðm �
1Þ=2: Thus fC; rðCÞ; r2ðCÞ;y; rm�1ðCÞg together with the directed m-cycle
u0; uðm�1Þ=2; um�1; uðm�3Þ=2;y; uðmþ1Þ=2; u0 is a partition of the arc set of K�

mþ1 into

directed m-cycles. &

5.8. Lemma. For each odd integer mX5; the complete directed graph K�
2m can be

decomposed into directed m-cycles.

Proof. Let mX5 be an odd integer, say m ¼ 2k þ 1 for some integer k: Partition the
vertex set of K�

2m into two sets U and V of m vertices each, say U ¼ fu0; u1;y; um�1g
and V ¼ fv0; v1;y; vm�1g:

Define the path P1 by

P1 : u0; vm�1; u1; vm�2;y; vkþ1; uk

and let P2 be obtained from P1 by reversing the direction of each arc in P1: Each
directed path has length m � 1: Complete P1 to a directed m-cycle C1 by inserting the
arc ðuk; u0Þ; and complete P2 to a directed m-cycle C2 by inserting the arc ðu0; ukÞ:

Define the permutation o ¼ ðu0 u1 ? um�1Þðv0 v1 ? vm�1Þ; as in Proposition

5.4. The directed m-cycles C1;oðC1Þ;y;om�1ðC1Þ; C2; oðC2Þ;y;om�1ðC2Þ use all
arcs between U and V ; except those of the forms ðui; viÞ and ðvi; uiÞ for i ¼
0; 1;y;m � 1: In addition, they use the arcs of length 7k in U :

If mX7; following the proof of Lemma 3.4, we can use arc lengths
72;73;y;7k to form a directed cycle of length 2k � 2 in V starting with the
arc ðv0; v2Þ so that the vertex v1 is not used. Remove the arc ðv0; v2Þ and replace it
with the directed path v0; u0; u1; v1; v2 giving us a directed cycle C3 of length 2k þ 1 ¼
m: The directed m-cycles C3;oðC3Þ;y;om�1ðC3Þ use the remaining arcs between U

and V ; leave the arcs of length �1 and 2 in V ; and use the arcs of length 1 in U :
The arcs of length �1 in V form a directed m-cycle as do the arcs of length 2,

accounting for all arcs in V : All arc lengths in U are unused except 1 and 7k: The
arcs of length �1 form a directed m-cycle. If k � 0 ðmod 2Þ; then take the undirected
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lengths in pairs 2,3 and 4,5 and so on until reaching k � 2; k � 1: By the main result
of [5], each pair of lengths gives rise to a circulant graph that can be decomposed into
two undirected Hamilton cycles. Orient both undirected cycles in the two possible
directions to obtain four directed m-cycles. If k � 1 ðmod 2Þ; then pair the undirected
lengths 3,4 and 5,6 and so on until reaching k � 2; k � 1: Repeat what was just done
above for these pairs of undirected lengths. The two lengths 72 each produce a
directed m-cycle and hence all arc lengths in U have been used.

The special case of m ¼ 5 is easily done in a similar way because all arc lengths in
U and V generate directed 5-cycles. &

We now present the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let m and n be positive integers with m odd, n even, 5pmon;
and m j nðn � 1Þ: By Lemmas 5.6–5.8, we may assume that m þ 2ono2m or
2mono3m: The proof now breaks into these two cases.

Case 1. Suppose m þ 2ono2m: Let n ¼ 2ea with a odd, and let m ¼ a0b0; where
a0 j a and b0 j ð2ea � 1Þ: Note that b0 is odd and b0 ¼ 1 is impossible because no2m:
Hence, b0

X3 holds in all cases. Also, a0 ¼ 1 implies m j ðn � 1Þ and no2m gives
m ¼ n � 1: Therefore, by Lemma 5.7, we may assume that a0

X3:
We follow the strategy and notation used at the beginning of the proof of Theorem

4.1, that is, let K�
n ¼ X

!ðn � 1;SÞtfug where S ¼ 7f1; 2;y; ðn � 2Þ=2g and let the

vertices of K�
n be denoted by u0; u1;y; un�2; u: Also r is the same permutation

defined there and we will create one directed m-cycle by taking a directed ðm � 2Þ-
path, formed from m � 2 arcs of distinct length, together with arcs through the
central vertex u: This directed m-cycle is rotated through all n � 1 positions, using r
and using all arcs incident with u and all arcs of the m � 2 distinct lengths. The
number of unused arc lengths is again

ðn � 2Þ � ðm � 2Þ ¼ n � m ¼ 2ea � a0b0:

We partition the vertices u0; u1;y; un�2 into b0 segments, each of which has c ¼
ð2ea � 1Þ=b0 vertices. Each segment will contribute a0 arcs toward a directed m-cycle.
Since n4m þ 2; it is easy to see that a0pc� 2 since a0 and c are both odd.

The number of distinct families of directed m-cycles we need to construct is

F ¼ 2ea � a0b0

a0

which is odd. Since no2m and since F and b0 are both odd, we have that Fpb0 � 2:
As before, we construct these families first and show that the remaining m � 2
lengths may be used to form a directed path.

Define the directed path P by

P : u0; uc�a0þ1; u�1; uc�a0þ2; u�2;yuc�ða0þ1Þ=2; u�ða0�1Þ=2; uðb0�1Þc=2:

Then

C ¼ P,rcðPÞ,?,rðb
0�1ÞcðPÞ
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is a directed m-cycle since c� 1oððb0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 1Þ=2oðn � 2Þ=2 as b0
X3 and

a0oc: Thus the collection fC; rðCÞ;y; rc�1ðCÞg is a decomposition of X
!ðn � 1;BÞ

into directed m-cycles where

B ¼ c� a0 þ 1;�ðc� a0 þ 2Þ;y; c� 2;�ðc� 1Þ; ðb
0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 1

2

� �
:

If F ¼ 1; then we need only show that the remaining arc lengths and arcs through
the central vertex can be used to form another directed m-cycle. However, if FX3;
we must form more families of directed cycles before using the central vertex. Let
c ¼ ðF � 1Þ=2 so that cpðb0 � 3Þ=2:

Suppose first that a0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ: For each i with 1pipc; let Pi;0 be the directed

path defined by

Pi;0 : u0; uicþ1; u�1; uicþ2; u�2;yuicþða0�3Þ=4; u�ða0�3Þ=4;

uicþða0þ5Þ=4; u�ða0þ1Þ=4;y; u�ða0�1Þ=2:

Rather than introducing additional subcases, we explain another feature of the
directed paths just defined. The jump over the vertex uicþða0þ1Þ=4 has been chosen

carefully. Making this jump means we do not use arc length icþ ða0 � 1Þ=2: As the
directed path Pi;0 continues, we may come to an arc of length ði þ 1Þc� ða0 � 1Þ=2
depending on the size relationship between a0 and c: If we do encounter this length,
we do so on an arc coming into a vertex of the interval ðuic; uðiþ1ÞcÞ: So we insert

another jump here. This requires at least ða0 þ 3Þ=2 vertices in the open interval and
a0oc implies this to be the case.

The directed paths P1;0;P2;0;y;Pc;0 have the following two important features:

they all start with u0 and end with u�ða0�1Þ=2 and they use no arcs whose lengths are

congruent to 7ða0 � 1Þ=2 modulo c: The only occurrence of arcs with lengths in
these congruence classes are in the cycle C; where lengths �ðc� ða0 � 1Þ=2Þ and
ððb0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 1Þ=2 are used.

For each i with 1pipc and for each j with 1pjpb0 � 1; define Pi; j to be

the directed path r jcðPi;0Þ; and define the family Pi to be fPi; j j 0pjpb0 � 1g: For

each i with 1pipc; the paths in Pi are vertex-disjoint because

a0 � 1

2
þ a0 þ 3

2
¼ a0 þ 1pc� 1:

We are going to use arcs whose lengths are in the congruence classes 7ða0 � 1Þ=2
modulo c to link the families of directed paths into directed cycles. We must be
careful and avoid using either of the two lengths in C that belong to these
congruence classes.

Write F ¼ 8q þ r; where 1prp7 and r is odd. We now explain the reason 8 arises
in the expression for F : We use an auxiliary circulant graph of degree 4 to provide
the linking scheme for families of the paths. Consider the circulant graph
Xðb0;7ft; t þ 1gÞ with vertex set v0; v1;y; vb0�1: It may be decomposed into two
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Hamilton cycles H1;H2 by applying the main result of [5]. Orient each cycle in both

directions to obtain four directed cycles ~HH 1; ~HH 2; ~HH 3; ~HH 4 of length b0:

We use each ~HH k as a schematic for linking the directed paths of one of the
families Pi into a directed m-cycle in the following manner. If there is an arc from vj1

to vj2 in ~HH k; then we connect the terminal vertex of Pi; j1 to the initial vertex of Pi; j2 ;

using an arc of length ð j2 � j1Þcþ ða0 � 1Þ=2: In this way, each ~HH k links the directed
paths in one family forming a directed cycle of length m: Also, when using the

reversal of ~HH k to link another family Pj of directed paths, we will use an arc of

length ð j1 � j2Þcþ ða0 � 1Þ=2: Since these two lengths sum to a0 � 1; it follows that
neither is the negative of the other. Thus, we can reverse the direction of each
directed m-cycle created from a family of directed paths to create another
directed m-cycle.

We now describe the F directed m-cycles. If r ¼ 1; then the directed cycle C is the
required directed m-cycle. If r ¼ 3; join the terminal vertex of P1; j to the initial vertex

of P1; jþ1; where the second subscript is evaluated modulo b0; to obtain a directed m-

cycle C1: Reverse C1 to obtain a third directed m-cycle C0
1:

For r ¼ 5; join the terminal vertex of P2; j to the initial vertex of P2; jþ2 with the

usual modulo b0 arithmetic on the second coordinate. Call the resulting directed m-
cycle C2 and its reversal C0

2:

Finally, for r ¼ 7; we obtain two more directed m-cycles by joining the terminal
vertex of P3; j to the initial vertex of P3; j�2 and taking the reversal of the resulting

directed m-cycle.

If qX1; we get eight directed m-cycles using the auxiliary circulant graph
Xðb0;7f3; 4gÞ: We get eight more by using the auxiliary circulant graph
Xðb0;7f5; 6gÞ: We continue in this way q times, ending with the circulant
Xðb0;7f2q þ 1; 2q þ 2gÞ: The longest undirected length used in this linking process
is ð2q þ 2Þcþ ða0 � 1Þ=2; which is clearly less than ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ ða0 � 1Þ=2 since
Fpb0 � 2:

When a0 � 1 ðmod 4Þ; we do close to what was just done so we need only describe
the differences. One difference is that we use lengths congruent to 7ða0 þ 3Þ=2
modulo c as the linking arcs for the families of directed paths. The two values are not
equal modulo c because c is odd.

The second difference, using P1;0 to illustrate, is that we insert two jumps in the

interval ðu�ða0þ3Þ=2; u0Þ and have at most one jump in the interval ½ucþ1; ucþða0�1Þ=2Þ:
The reason is that the arc with length �ðcþ ða0 þ 3Þ=2Þ is coming into the interval
ðu�ða0þ3Þ=2; u0Þ: We arbitrarily insert a second jump so that the last arc of P1;0 is

ucþða0�1Þ=2u�ða0þ3Þ=2: If we encounter an arc with length 2c� ða0 þ 3Þ=2; we insert an

additional jump in the interval ½ucþ1; ucþða0�1Þ=2Þ; thus ending the directed path with

the arc ucþða0þ1Þ=2u�ða0þ3Þ=2: All the other directed paths have the same modification

with respect to insertion of jumps.
This construction works whenever c4a0 þ 2: If c ¼ a0 þ 2; however, we do not

have a sufficient number of vertices in a segment. In this case, we can proceed
as follows. First notice that we may assume a0

X5 and that F ¼ ð2b0 � 1Þ=a0: For
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each i with i ¼ 1;y; ðF � 1Þ=2; define the directed paths Pi;0 as

Pi;0 : u0; u1þ2ic; u�1; u2þ2ic; u�2;y; u�ðcþ1Þ=4; uðcþ9Þ=4þ2ic; u�ðcþ5Þ=4;

uðcþ13Þ=4þ2ic;y; uðc�1Þ=2þ2ic; u�ðc�3Þ=2

using arc lengths 1þ 2ic;�ð2þ 2icÞ; 3þ 2ic;y;�ððcþ 1Þ=2þ 2icÞ; ðcþ 5Þ=2þ
2ic;�ððcþ 7Þ=2þ 2icÞ;y;�ðc� 2þ 2icÞ: Notice that arcs of length 7ð7ðc�
3Þ=2þ ð2i þ 1ÞcÞ have not been used in the directed paths. We can therefore use
auxiliary circulant graphs of order b0 with connection sets 7f3; 5g; 7f7; 9g;y to
link the families of directed paths into directed cycles, which are then reversed as
before. If F ¼ 8q þ r; where 1prp7; this takes care of 8q directed cycles. The upper
bound for F guarantees that the length of the longest undirected edge thus used will
be less than ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ ða0 � 1Þ=2: The additional r cycles are handled in a way
similar to the case a0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ: For example, if r ¼ 7; then arc lengths 7ðcþ
ðc� 3Þ=2Þ; 7ð2c� ðc� 3Þ=2Þ; and 7ð4c� ðc� 3Þ=2Þ are used to link families
P1;0; P2;0; P3;0; and their reversed copies, while the last remaining directed cycle

is C:

We obtain the collection C of directed m-cycles by taking D; rðDÞ;y; rc�1ðDÞ;
where D runs over all the cycles C1;C0

1;C2;C0
2;y constructed above for

a0 � 1 ðmod 4Þ or a0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ: The most important feature of the cycles in C is
that if length d is used then so is �d; and all lengths used have undirected length in
ðc; ðn � 2Þ=2Þ:

We complete Case 1 by showing the remaining m � 2 arc lengths can be used to
form a directed path of length m � 2 using each length once. Let L be the set of
lengths from

7 c; cþ 1;y;
ðb0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 3

2
;
ðb0 � 1Þcþ a0 þ 1

2
;y;

n � 4

2

� �

not used in the construction of the directed cycles in C: Note that the lengths 7c
have not been used.

By Lemma 4.4, there is a directed path Q from u0 to un=2 using lengths in

L,fn=2g; and not using any vertices of ðu0; ucÞ,ðun=2; un=2þcÞ: Extend Q by adding

the directed path

un=2; uðn�2Þ=2þc; uc�1; u1; uc�2; u2;y; uðcþ1Þ=2; uðc�1Þ=2:

The extension uses arc lengths c� 1; � n=2 ¼ ðn � 2Þ=2;�ðc� 2Þ; c� 3;y; 2;�1:
Continue from uðc�1Þ=2 to uðn�a0�1Þ=2þc which has length ðcþ n � a0Þ=2 ¼

�ððb0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 1Þ=2: From uðn�a0�1Þ=2þc; we finish with arcs having lengths

�ðc� a0Þ; c� a0 � 1;�ðc� a0 � 2Þ;y;�2; 1: These arcs do not encounter vertices
already used because a0

X3: We now use the central vertex u to give us a directed
cycle of length m completing this case.

Case 2. Suppose 2mono3m: Let n ¼ 2ea with a odd, and let m ¼ a0b0; where a0 j a

and b0 j ð2ea � 1Þ: Both a0 and b0 are odd, and n42m implies that a0
X3 and b0

X3
both hold. The notation remains the same as in Case 1. Note that b0c ¼ n � 1 and c
odd imply 2a0oco3a0: Recall c ¼ ðF � 1Þ=2 where F ¼ ðn � mÞ=a0 is the number of
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families of directed m-cycles that need to be constructed. It is then easy to verify that
c ¼ ðb0ðc� a0Þ � a0 þ 1Þ=2a0 so that cpb0 � 1:

Before continuing, it is helpful to consider some specific arithmetic conditions.
Suppose that c ¼ 2a0 þ 1: Then, n ¼ 2m þ b0 þ 1 which in turn implies that a0 is an
odd divisor of b0 þ 1: Thus, b0 ¼ 3 and b0 ¼ 7 cannot occur when c ¼ 2a0 þ 1: The
case b0 ¼ 5 implies that a0 ¼ 3 giving m ¼ 15 and n ¼ 36: This special case is handled
at the end of the proof. Hence, we may assume b0

X9: This fact together with the fact
that c ¼ 2a0 þ 1 imply that cpb0 � 3: Therefore, if c ¼ 2a0 þ 1; we may assume that
cpb0 � 3 and if c0 ¼ b0 � 1; then c42a0 þ 1: However, c odd gives cX2a0 þ 3 in this
case.

We make a small modification to the directed m-cycle C used in Case 1 to avoid
using the length c� ða0 � 1Þ=2: Assume a0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ: Let P be the directed path

P : u0; uc�a0 ; u�1; uc�a0þ1; u�2;y; uc�ða0þ1Þ=2; u�ða0�1Þ=2; uðb0�1Þc=2;

where we skip a vertex in the interval ðuc�a0 ; uc�ða0þ1Þ=2Þ when we come to the arc

whose length is c� ða0 � 1Þ=2: The paths

P; rcðPÞ; r2cðPÞ;y; rðb
0�1ÞcðPÞ

have no internal vertices in common so that their union forms a directed m-cycle C:

Then the collection fC; rðCÞ; r2ðCÞ;y;rc�1ðCÞg is a decomposition of X
!ðn � 1;BÞ

where

B ¼ c� a0;�ðc� a0 þ 1Þ;y;� c� a0 þ 1

2

� �
; c� a0 � 3

2
;

�

y; c� 2;�ðc� 1Þ; ðb
0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 1

2

�
:

For much of what follows, it is a little simpler to construct undirected m-cycles and
obtain two directed m-cycles from each cycle by giving it the two possible cyclic
orientations. Thus, we emphasize that when the word path or cycle is used without
the preceding adjective ‘directed’ in what follows, we are talking about undirected
paths and cycles.

Observe that FX5 so that cX2: We now define c families of m-cycles. Let

P0 : u0; uc�2a0þ1; u�1; uc�2a0þ2; u�2;y; u�ða0�1Þ=2;

let

Pi : u0; uicþ1; u�1; uicþ2; u�2;y; u�ða0�3Þ=4; uicþða0þ5Þ=4;

u�ða0þ1Þ=4;yu�ða0�1Þ=2

for i ¼ 1; 2;y;Jðc � 1Þ=2n; and let

Qi : u0; uicþa0þ1; u�1; uicþa0þ2; u�2;y; u�ða0�1Þ=2

for i ¼ 1; 2;y;Iðc � 1Þ=2m; where we skip a vertex in the interval ðuicþa0þ1;
uicþð3a0�1Þ=2� if the edge length ði þ 1Þc� ða0 � 1Þ=2 is encountered.

There are some features of these paths worth noting. All of them have length
a0 � 1; all of them have u0 and u�ða0�1Þ=2 as end vertices, P0 uses edges of lengths
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c� 2a0 þ 1 through c� a0 � 1; and Pi uses edges of lengths icþ 1 through icþ a0

except for omitting length icþ ða0 � 1Þ=2: The longest edge length appearing in any
Pi is Jðc � 1Þ=2ncþ a0: If c ¼ b0 � 1; then c42a0 þ 1 so that Jðc � 1Þ=2ncþ
a0oðn � 2Þ=2: Otherwise cob0 � 1 so that Jðc � 1Þ=2ncþ a0oðb0 � 1Þc=2þ
a0pðn � 2Þ=2:

The lengths used by Qj start with jcþ a0 þ 1 and go through jcþ 2a0 � 1 if we skip

no vertex. Otherwise, the lengths go through jcþ 2a0 with ð j þ 1Þc� ða0 � 1Þ=2
omitted. Since cpb0 � 1; the largest possible value of j is ðb0 � 3Þ=2: Thus, the longest
edge length appearing in any Qj is at most ðb0 � 3Þc=2þ 2a0 which is smaller than

ðn � 2Þ=2: So all edge lengths are smaller than ðn � 2Þ=2:
Since the paths, other than P and P0; use no edges with lengths congruent to

7ða0 � 1Þ=2 modulo c; these are the edges we use to link the paths and form m-
cycles. Since the linking scheme has been described in detail earlier and the
mechanics of linking remain the same, we need only verify that there are enough
lengths available to perform the linking. The available lengths are

c7
a0 � 1

2
; 2c7

a0 � 1

2
;y;

ðb0 � 3Þc
2

7
a0 � 1

2
;
ðb0 � 1Þc

2
� a0 � 1

2
:

The b0 � 2 potential linking lengths are distinct and bounded above by ðb0 �
1Þc=2� ða0 � 1Þ=2 which is smaller than ðn � 2Þ=2: Since cpb0 � 1; it is clear we can
form m-cycles using these paths for all values of c other than c ¼ b0 � 1: We consider
that case separately.

After linking the paths to form c m-cycles, we obtain 2c directed m-cycles by
orienting all the m-cycles in both possible directions. We are left with m � 2 unused
arc lengths. If we can produce a directed path using each arc length once, we have a
decomposition into directed m-cycles.

It is easy to guarantee that the length c� ða0 � 1Þ=2 actually is used in the linking
scheme. Since that length is used, the unused arc lengths are

7f1; 2;y; c� 2a0g, �ðc� a0Þ; c� a0 þ 1;y; c� a0 þ 1

2
;� c� a0 � 3

2

� �
;

�

y;�ðc� 2Þ; c� 1

�
,L, �ðb0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 1

2
;7

n � 2

2

� �
;

where L is a subset of 7fc; cþ 1; cþ 2;y; ðn � 4Þ=2g:
By Lemma 4.4, there is a directed path Q from u0 to un=2 using each arc length in

L,fn=2g once, and not using any vertices of ðu0; ucÞ or ðun=2; un=2þcÞ: We extend Q

by adding the directed path

un=2; un=2þc�1; uc�1; u1; uc�2; u2;y; uða0�3Þ=4

which uses arc lengths c� 1;�n=2;�ðc� 2Þ; c� 3;�ðc� 4Þ;y;�ðc� ða0 � 3Þ=2Þ:
We continue the extension with the directed path

uða0�3Þ=4; uc�ða0þ5Þ=4; uða0þ1Þ=4;y; uc�ða0þ1Þ=2; uða0�1Þ=2

using arc lengths c� ða0 þ 1Þ=2;�ðc� ða0 þ 3Þ=2Þ; c� ða0 þ 5Þ=2;y;�ðc� a0Þ:
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We continue the extension with the directed path

uða0�1Þ=2; uc�ð3a0þ1Þ=2; uða0þ1Þ=2;y; uðc�a0�2Þ=2; uðc�a0Þ=2

using arc lengths c� 2a0;�ðc� 2a0 � 1Þ; c� 2a0 � 2;y; 1:
We add the arc from uðc�a0Þ=2 to un=2þc�a0 which has length

�ðb0 � 1Þcþ a0 � 1

2
:

We then complete the directed ðm � 2Þ-path with the extension

un=2þc�a0 ; un=2þa0 ; un=2þc�a0�1;y; uðnþc�1Þ=2

which uses the remaining unused lengths.
This leaves us with the special case of c ¼ b0 � 1: We have already seen that when

c ¼ b0 � 1; we may assume c42a0 þ 1: Since c is odd, we have cX2a0 þ 3 and this
gives enough room to modify our construction slightly so that we obtain a
decomposition. The last edge of the path P1 is ucþða0þ1Þ=2u�ða0�1Þ=2 of length cþ a0:

Change the edge to ucþða0þ1Þ=2u�ða0þ1Þ=2 which has length cþ a0 þ 1: If the path Q1

exists (depending on the value of c), then this is the length of the first edge of Q1: So
we also must modify Q1 so it no longer uses an edge of length cþ a0 þ 1: What we do
is add 2 to the subscript of every vertex of Q1 in the interval ðucþa0 ; u2cÞ taking care
that we skip the appropriate vertex so as not to use an edge of length 2c� ða0 � 1Þ=2:

Now we use the edge from the terminal vertex u�ða0þ1Þ=2 of the modified path P1 to

uðb0�1Þc=2 to obtain path of length a0 which leads to an m-cycle. However, the latter

edge we are using for linking the family of paths arising from P1 has length ðb0 �
1Þc=2þ ða0 þ 1Þ=2 and this length is being used in the current path Pðb0�1Þ=2: So we

modify the latter path by skipping over two consecutive vertices in the interval
ðuðb0�1Þc=2; uðb0�1Þc=2þða0þ1Þ=2� instead of the single vertex that avoids using an edge of

length ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ ða0 þ 1Þ=2: This modification avoids both lengths ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ
ða0 � 1Þ=2 and ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ ða0 þ 1Þ=2: The price we pay is that the longest length
being used in the modified path Pðb0�1Þ=2 is ðb0 � 1Þc=2þ a0 þ 1 rather than ðb0 �
1Þc=2þ a0: But this longest length is smaller than ðn � 2Þ=2 provided that cX2a0 þ 5;
and everything works. On the other hand, if c ¼ 2a0 þ 3; then it is not difficult to see
that c ¼ b0 � 1 forces a0 ¼ 5; a contradiction. This leaves us only b0 � 2 families of
paths to link together and that is precisely the number of linking edges of different
lengths we have available.

The directed ðm � 2Þ-path for the central vertex is constructed as before. This
completes the subcase of a0 � 3 ðmod 4Þ: In the special case that a0 ¼ 3; the preceding
construction works, but many of the paths become trivial.

The last general subcase we need to consider is a0 � 1 ðmod 4Þ: There is
considerable similarity with the preceding case so that we may outline what is done
for this subcase. The directed path of length a0 on which the directed cycle C is
based is

u0; uc�a0�1; u�1;y; uc�ða0þ3Þ=2; u�ða0�1Þ=2; uðb0�1Þc=2;
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where we skip the vertex in the interval ðuc�a0 ; uc�ða0þ3Þ=2Þ giving rise to the arc length

c� ða0 � 1Þ=2: This accounts for arc lengths

c� a0 � 1;�ðc� a0Þ;y;�ðc�Þða
0 þ 1

2
; c� a0 � 3

2
;y;�ðc� 2Þ;

ðb0 � 1Þc
2

þ a0 � 1

2
ÞÞ:

The path P0 is given by

P0 : u0; uc�2a0 ; u�1;y; uc�ð3a0þ3Þ=2; u�ða0�1Þ=2

using edges of lengths c� 2a0; c� 2a0 þ 1;y; c� a0 � 2: For i ¼ 1; 2;y;Jðc �
1Þ=2n; define the path Pi by

Pi : u0; uicþ2; u�1;y; uicþða0þ3Þ=2; u�ða0�1Þ=2;

where we skip the vertex in the interval ðuicþ1; uicþða0þ3Þ=2Þ giving rise to the edge of

length icþ ða0 � 1Þ=2: The edge lengths being used are

icþ 2; icþ 3;y; icþ ða0 � 3Þ=2; icþ ða0 þ 1Þ=2;y; icþ a0 þ 1:

For i ¼ 1; 2;y;Iðc � 1Þ=2m; define the path Qi by

Qi : u0; uicþa0þ2; u�1;y; u�ða0�1Þ=2;

where the vertex preceding u�ða0�1Þ=2 is uicþð3a0þ1Þ=2 if the edge length ði þ 1Þc� ða0 �
1Þ=2 is not encountered, and is uicþð3a0þ3Þ=2 if the edge length ði þ 1Þc� ða0 � 1Þ=2 is

encountered thereby forcing us to skip a vertex. The edge lengths being used here
start with icþ a0 þ 2 and go to either icþ 2a0 or icþ 2a0 þ 1; depending on whether
or not ði þ 1Þc� ða0 � 1Þ=2 was encountered. One important fact about both Pi and
Qi is that we need cX2a0 þ 3 in order to have the distinct paths used to link together
to form an m-cycle be vertex-disjoint.

As before, we have b0 � 2 lengths congruent to 7ða0 � 1Þ=2 modulo c available to
link families of paths. So as long as cpb0 � 2 we can complete the decomposition
when cX2a0 þ 3 via the same method used in the preceding case.

We now are left with special cases. One special case is c ¼ 2a0 þ 1 and the other is
c ¼ b0 � 1: As we saw earlier, when c ¼ 2a0 þ 1; we may assume b0

X9 and this, in
turn, implies cpb0 � 3: Thus, there are two cases to consider: c ¼ 2a0 þ 1 and
cpb0 � 3; and c ¼ b0 � 1 and cX2a0 þ 3:

When c ¼ b0 � 1 and cX2a0 þ 3; modify P1 by removing the last edge joining
ucþða0þ3Þ=2 and u�ða0�1Þ=2; and replacing it with the edge joining ucþða0þ3Þ=2 and ucþ1:

The latter edge has length ða0 þ 1Þ=2: We use edges of length 1 (which have not been
used) as the linking edges for the modified P1: However, P0 may use an edge of
length ða0 þ 1Þ=2: If it does not, no further modifications are necessary. If it does,
then start P0 with u0; uc�2a0�2 which is possible without repetition of edge lengths
whenever cX2a0 þ 5: In that case, continue as before and skip the vertex in the
interval ðuc�2a0�2; uc�ð3a0þ3Þ=2Þ with length ða0 þ 1Þ=2: If c ¼ 2a0 þ 3; however, it is not

difficult to see that a0 ¼ 5 and b0 ¼ 3; which yields a special case m ¼ 15; n ¼ 40 to
be handled at the end of the proof. No other modifications are necessary.
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We now have one less family of paths to link together and there are now
sufficiently many edges whose lengths are congruent to 7ða0 � 1Þ=2 modulo c to do
the job. The unused arc lengths have been changed slightly, however, the
construction of the directed ðm � 2Þ-path for the central vertex remains essentially
the same as before.

We have left c ¼ 2a0 þ 1 for last. Because the proof is intricate, we are going to
present it carefully. The directed path P of length a0 we use to obtain the directed m-
cycle C is given by

P : u0; ua0þ2; u�1;y; uð3a0þ1Þ=2; u�ða0�1Þ=2; uðb0�1Þc=2:

It uses arc lengths

a0 þ 2;�ða0 þ 3Þ;y;�ðc� 1Þ; ðb � 1Þcþ a0 � 1

2
:

Define the path P0 by

P0 : u0; u2; u�2; u3; u�3;y; uða0þ1Þ=2; u�ða0þ1Þ=2

using edges with lengths 2; 4; 5;y; a0 þ 1:
The segment length c ¼ 2a0 þ 1 is not quite enough to fit two paths per segment.

What we do is construct three paths for every pair of successive segments and show
this gives us enough paths.

Define the path P1 by

P1 : u0; ucþ2; u�1; ucþ3; u�2;y; ucþða0þ1Þ=2; u�ða0þ1Þ=2;

where we omit the vertex in the interval ðu�ða0þ1Þ=2; u0Þ which would have given rise to

an edge of length cþ ða0 þ 1Þ=2: Note that P1 uses edges of lengths cþ 2 through
cþ a0 þ 1 with cþ ða0 þ 1Þ=2 omitted.

The path Q1 is the one requiring the most care. We start the path as

u0; ucþa0þ2; u�1;y; u�ða0�5Þ=4; ucþa0þða0þ3Þ=4; u�ða0þ3Þ=4

noting we have omitted the vertex u�ða0�1Þ=4 so that the edge length 2c� ða0 þ 1Þ=2 is

omitted. As we continue the path, no more vertices will be omitted from the interval
ðu�c; u0Þ so that the vertex of Q1 in that interval furthest from u0 is going to be

u�ða0þ1Þ=2: There has to be room for those vertices to fit under powers of rc: This

means the last successive vertex we can use in the interval ðuc; u2cÞ is ucþa0þða0�1Þ=2:

But there are only three vertices to follow this in the path. The next edge is
ucþa0þða0�1Þ=2u�ða0�1Þ=2: However, under rotation the vertex u2c�ða0�1Þ=4 is available. We

use it to complete the path. It is then clear we do not use any lengths congruent to
7ða0 þ 1Þ=2 modulo c:

We define the path R1 to be

u0; u2cþða0�1Þ=2; u�2;y; u2cþa0�2; u�ða0þ1Þ=2

using edge lengths

2cþ a0 � 1

2
; 2cþ a0 þ 3

2
;y; 2cþ 3a0 � 3

2
;
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where the last length is smaller than 3c� ða0 þ 1Þ=2: If a0
X9; the edge lengths used in

the paths P0; P1; Q1; and R1 are pairwise distinct. If a0 ¼ 5; however, to avoid
duplication of edge lengths, we define R1 as u0; u2cþ4; u�1; u2cþ6; u�3; thus using edge
lengths 2cþ 4; 2cþ 5; 2cþ 7; and 2cþ 9; none of which is congruent to 7ða0 þ 1Þ=2
modulo c:

There are sufficiently many edges of length congruent to 7ða0 þ 1Þ=2 to link
together the paths to form cycles of length m: The question is whether or not we are
able to construct c paths using the scheme just described. We now address this issue.

We form P2;Q2;R2 by adding 2c to the subscripts of all the vertices of P1;Q1;R1;
respectively, not in the interval ðu�c; u0�: This increases the lengths of all edges by 2c:
We form P3;Q3;R3 by adding 4c and so on. The number of paths we can obtain this
way clearly is limited by the fact we does not want any edge lengths to exceed
ðn � 4Þ=2:

We have c ¼ ðb0 � 1Þ=2þ ðb0 þ 1Þ=ð2a0Þ; a0 � 1 ðmod 4Þ; and a0 j ðb0 þ 1Þ: Let us
look at two examples. The smallest value of b0 for which the preceding conditions
can be satisfied is b0 ¼ 9 with a0 ¼ 5: We then have c ¼ 5 and we can construct
the paths P0;P1;Q1;R1;P2 without reaching length ðn � 2Þ=2: The next viable value
of b0 is b0 ¼ 17 which implies c ¼ 9: We can then construct the paths
P0;P1;Q1;R1;P2;Q2;R2;P3;Q3;R3;P4;Q4:

It is easy to see that we need 2ðc � iÞ=3þ i intervals of length c for the edge lengths
used in the paths P0;P1;Q1;R1;P2;y where c � i ðmod 3Þ for iAf1; 2; 3g; and that
2ðc � iÞ=3þ ipðb0 � 1Þ=2 since b0

X9: Thus, at least c paths can be constructed for
all viable values of b0: This takes care of the case c ¼ 2a0 þ 1:

The last two steps required to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 are solutions for
m ¼ 15 and n ¼ 36 or n ¼ 40: As usual, we will use a central vertex. Assume first that
n ¼ 36: The directed path P : u0; u5; u34; u14 generates a directed cycle C of length 15

where C ¼ P,r7ðPÞ,r14ðPÞ,r21ðPÞ,r28ðPÞ: The three paths u0; u1; u34; u7;
u0; u3; u34; u21; and u0; u9; u33; u21 lead to six different directed cycles of length 15.
Finally, the directed 13-path

u0; u7; u32; u11; u30; u12; u28; u14; u24; u17; u23; u6; u1; u21

gives the last remaining directed 15-cycle using the central vertex.

In the case n ¼ 40; the directed cycle P,r13ðPÞ,r26ðPÞ is generated by
the directed path P : u0; u9; u38; u10; u37; u13: Four directed cycles are generated
by paths u0; u1; u36; u2; u34; u13 and u0; u2; u38; u5; u36; u13: Finally, the remaining arc
lengths are used in the directed cycle that connects the central vertex with the
directed 13-path

u0; u13; u38; u16; u36; u19; u33; u20; u32; u12; u1; u11; u2; u26:

This now completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. &

Theorems 3.1, 4.1, 5.1 together with the observations following the proof of
Lemma 1.2 for m and n both being odd serve to prove the main result, Theorem 1.1.
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